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standard.CO  lCIEst.AL' A 4Pri111ND ALDERMEN RATIFIED
it.oTt4
AMY REGISTER. 
PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 20, 1906.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. CONTRACT
Tht Was Done DeL•pIt, th3 .Fact !Jaya.
Informed the Boards That Another First Agreed
to Furnish Same Equipment For $3,000 Less.
10
CITY SOLICITOR SAYS CONTRACT
WILL NOT PROTECT THE CITY
4
•
•
Despite the fact that Mayor Yeiser
informed the legislative boards last
evening that an electrical house agreed
to furnish the city lighting plant ma-
terial for $moo lees than the Gen-
eral Electric company, of New York,
bid, the council and aldermen rati-
fied the contract to the General Elec-
tric people, who will now commence
shipping the apparatis 'for honsediste
Installation.
When the aldermen convened "last
evening to take up the question of
rat'fying the contract to the General
Electric company, a 'recommended
by the light cominittbe, rt was found
that three members were absent, flub
band, Miller asset Clismblid, this lea v:
ing present Starke, Palmer, Bea Far-
ley and Hank The contract drav,n
up for signature of the New York
people was thetas read, and a; very
lengthy. It provi des that wisest the
mechanism arrive.: here the city shall
pay one third (4 elie total cost of
'taco°. then one tiara in thirty aays.
and the othet third in sixty days, all
the ,nosy to come out of the con-
tingent hind.
When reading of the contract was
campleted Mayor Yeser took the
Soar and told the aldermen that he
did not think ?hey should ratify the
coettract. as it was a bad one antt does
not protect the interests of the munic-
ipality. also that hereafter whenever
any material for the lighting plant
alto be purchamed. it has to be bought
of the General Electric people. ac-
cording to the agreements of this
contract He then eabnitted to the
aldermen the following written state-
ment regarding provisions he wanted
the electrical people to insert in the
document, but which were refire.t.
such purpose on my part. I believe
the city should have the very best
guarantees for the money she in-
vests, and I stand ready to sign any
contract you may make, but without
these guarantees, I want to say to
you, gentlemen, that I protest
against such contract being made, al-
though your will shall be my pleas-
ure in this matter, whether it coin-
cides with my personal views or not.
Further, I want you to understand
that you are absolutely confined to
'buying your supplies from this con-
cern alone, as they control everything
save the glass globes that go on the
i lamps, and you are in their hands
altogether, and cannot go into the
!
tit an market and buy supplies for
your light plant, where there will be
competition.
; ' Very respectfully,i
. , D. A. YE1SER.
The Mayor's Statement
To the General Council, City of Pa-
ducah, Ky.
Gentlemen: I have called the
council together this evening, this
being, the regular meeting night of
th aldermanic board, to take up the
matter of closing a tiontract to im-
prove our electric light plant, there-
by giving us additional lights
The contract I submit to you, I
cendidly, without any personal feel-
any say I do not consider it is very
satisfactory, as I do not think the
City's interests are sufficiently pro-
tected. I suggested the following ie-
sertions in the contract, which the
General Electric company refuse to
Ottede to, via guarantee to operate
With the city's engines and boilers
as now installed, too lights or their
equivalent ,as they olaim the amount
of the generating machine they pro-
pose to furnish.
I also ask that tilatatutiammee from
their own firm the{ alas plant shall
be run successfullaafrom five to thir-
ty days, satisfactorily to I commit-
tee appointed by your coarecia Yqur
light committee I belitee itt4t straight
.and honest meri:' . and ''think this
should be required to be made a part
-of this contract.- I am perfectly
willing, so far as attt)tonceeneel to
.say in this contract that Mr. Palmer,
whom I regard as a competeateasan,
shall be the committee to sq. tile•
shall pass them the mantas ,
On the contrary, these gentlemen
refuse to place in the contract .at
rail that they will guarantee Bata-fac-
tory results from aheir lights from
five to. thirty days. Our city solici-
tor stated to Me. Palmer and myself
that the contract as drawn by them
and their aaorneye, is ambiguous,
and he does not believe the city's in-
•rerests are properly protected. For
that reason I ask you to require that
proper guarantees be embodied in
this contract.
If you were to adopt alternating
machines ,you can run these lights or
incandescent off of them., and only
buy your lamps from these people.
The reason I lay the matter plainly
before .you is so you will thoroughly
understana it. I understand that it
has been said by Mr. Alice that poli-
tics is..the reason of the contention
about this contract. I want to say,
with due respect to the gentleman
an others who may be Wider the
same impression. that I disclaim any
• Mayor City of Paducadi Ky.
When the mayor finished reading
his statement, he coirtintied that the
"Magnetite" lamp was practically a
,new one, and as yet in an expel' -
mental stage, therefore he did not
-believe it wouki give satisfaction. He
then compared the lamp to the ban-
lithic street work along Broadway, by
saying that when thee bitalithic was
put down several years ago, it was
then a new thug, and in an experi-
mental stage, but desipte this he then
thought it good for street improv-
ing aurposes. Now, he said, along
Broadway it is very bad, and the bit-
uhttlic is not riving satisfaction at
all, therefore he could not guarantee
but what this new kind of arc lamp
would turn out the saner way. He
then quoted the city solicitor, who
said the contract did not protect the
city, and also that another reliable
electric house agreed to furnish this
ear" material for S3,00o less than the
General Electric company. The
-mayor told the board they couid ask
the solice.eur in what respect he
thouglit the muniepality's interests
were disregarded in the contract, but
none of the board desired the legal
advisor to point the defects out to
them.
Strong Words Against Contract.
A I derman Flank made a speech
against the contraet, saying he did
not believe tale electrical company
getting the contract were honest and
in good faith by compelang the city
to pay one-third of the alarm° the
day the machinery arrived, and there-
by pervert/drag the public officials from
installing it and seeing how it oper-
ated before they made any payment
on it. He said there was something
radically wrong and he was bitterly
opposed M*, the contract.
'Aldterman Farley said he coincided
with Mlember }farads views exactely,
and did not approve of the contract,
while the mayor explained' to the
board that this was the first time in
the history of the city's lighting plant
that any supply company ever so tied
the municipality's hands as to compel
pert payment of new machinery be-
fore it was installed and given a test.
On a vote being taken to ratify the
contract, it was confirmed by all ex-
cept Member Hanle
y ounc .
The alellermen then adjourned for s
few minutes' recess, so the mayor
could call the council infs.° special
session and let that body ratify tate
contract. All merribere were in their
chars except •Herrog and Dipple, and
the some routine Kane through by
the aldermen was done by the coun-
cil, which confirmed the contract by
every vote except Mlember Van
Meter.
The totarcil then allowed $4,000 in-
terest on the street bond, and ad-
jourrniag avitadlrew from the hall.
while the aldermen resamsed their
bus i ceps .
The mayor said it was the desire
that pavements be built on both sides
of Broadway, from where the side-
walks now ended at the railroad hos-
pital, out to 'the city limits, but that
some of the people owning property
out that way, would not give enough
of tacit' ground fronting their homes
for/the new walks. At this the city
I /COntinned on Page Five.)
MISTAKE kS
TO WITNESS
CONSTABLE SHELTON FAILED
TO SUMMON THEM FOR
YESTERDAY.
STANDFORD WARRANTS
OVER UNTIL TODAY
M. S. BLAIR OF GRAND FORKS,
NORTH DAKOTA, ADJUDG-
ED GUARDIAN OF
WALKER CHILD.
Creditors File Petition to Force Into
Bankruptcy Hugh Pyles of Ful-
ton—Discharges Receiver
for Bankrupts.
There did not come up yesterday
in the court of Justice Charles Em-
ery the two warrants against Wlilham
Stanford, one charging him w th sell-
ing liquor without a license at his
stand just outside the Wallace park
entrance, and the other accusing him'
of perinittirrg disorderly characters to
congregated aeourrel las place of busi-
ness.
The cases were 'set for trial yester-
day, but by mistake Constable Shelton
did not summon the witnesses to ap-
pear until today, so the latter not be-
ing present yesterday the proceedings
went over until today.
Poor House Plans.
Yesterday in the county court Arch-
itect A. L. Lassiter wa. made an al-
lowance of $525 as part payment for
drawing the plans for the new county
poor farm building.
Property Sold.
Property in the Afton Heights see-
fn of the county has been sold by
Felix G. Rudolph to C. L. Miller for
alhe deed was lodged yester-
day with the county clerk.
Adjudged Guardian.
In the county court the judge issued
an order adjudging M. S. Blair of
Grand Forks. North Dakata, the legal
guardian of Elmer 'alas Walker, an
infant. In adjudging this the court
ordered Master Commissioner Cecil
Reed to pay over to Blair the $alter.;
in the commassioner's hands, and
which bah-Kars to the Walker child.
I. 0. Walker had qualified as guardian
for the infant here, and Blair at Grand
Forks, where the child now is.
Licensed to Marry.
William Brayfield, aged 26, and
Florence Boster, aged 22, of Carter-
ville, Iii were yesterday granted a
I tense to marry.
Furniture Damaged.
Yesterday In the court of Justice
Emery the jury gave A. & N. Du-
priest judgment for at6 damages
against the Illinois Central railroad
because the plaintiffs tiouvehold goods
got damaged while being chipped
ham Llyersbur, Tenn., to this city.
The Duprieste sued for Tao
Invdiuntary Petition.
Yesterday in Louisville there was
filed a petition by the Wurthheinter-
Schwartz shoe company of St. Lou?s,
and other cancerns, to force Huila C.
Pyles of Fulton into bankruptcy, on
the round that he cannot meet oat-
eta ng indebtedness. The matter.
has not yet been referred to Referee
Begby of this cay for adjudication.
Bankrupt Discharges.
Clerk John R. Thu -year of the fed-
eral coma yesterday received from
li011iScillf, discharges in bankreiptcy
for the following people:
Cyrus N. Mlarquese, city; William
WI Ayers, Faxon; John W. McDon-
ald, Mlurray; James A. Wright, Mays
field; VV011iam P. Stanford, Barlow:
Hari W. Presterood, Fulton; George
W. Kirkland, Fulton; Wialsen P. Lax,
Lax, Ky.
BATTLESHIP IN COLLISION
•••••••••••••••••
Rhode Island hits Norwegian Steamer
WAR WAGED ON
CORPORATIONS
OHIO ATTORNEY Gra:I-RAI.
BEGAN WAR ON FOREIGN
-
CORPORATIONS.
SUIT FILED AGAINST THE
INTERNATIONAL TEXT BOOK CO,
ARKANSAS OFFICIALS BEGIN
FIGHT ON THE COTTON
SEED OIL MILL
TRUST.
Damaging Testimony is Given in the
Cause, of the Ice
of Kansas
City.
Men
Cincinnati, 0., July 19.--Attorney
General Wade H. Ellis has begun
war on the foreign corporations do-
ing businesi in the state of Ohio and
frailiag to corrvply with the law. Sev-
eral domestic corporations will also
feel the effects of the crusade. It is
alleged that there have been violatfons
of the Willis and Massie laws, which
require them to furnish certain in-
formation .to the secretary of state
and to pay the franchise taxes. A
stet vra- fled today in the common
picas court against the Internatonal
Text Book company of Pennsylvania
the corporation doing business under
the name of the International Cor-
respoedence School, and seeking to
collect $13,000 from the company as
accumulated penalties for the alleged
failure of the company to comply
with the law.
Itl is charged that the company. al-
though doing business in Oho, did
not file a copy with the secretary of
state of its charter or a statement
of the value of its property in the
i
statLitsul that it nailed to pay the
ann tax requred. 
-
Fight Cottonseed Trust
lat0e Rocks Ark . July 19.-.-Suit
was tattered today aireast the five
cottosseed oil mills of this city by
Attoraey General Rogers and Prose-
cuting Attorney Rohoton, charging
them with being members of • com-
bine hi violation of the anti-trust law
and alleging restraint of track. The
suits 6661 judgment lithe Rum of $c,.
000 per day, aggregating $130.000
against teal company, and asking
also the revocation of their charters
in this state.
It As the understanding in court
eine*, bele that suits are to be en-
tered against the remaining thaly-
four mills as soon as the papers can
be Sied
Oat Damaging Ice Testimony.
Keno City, Mn. July la—Much
evidepce was introducted at the ice
irrvegeigation today in support of the
the of the County Prosecutor I.
B. 11 that some ae plants were
close* down and the output of other
plane were curtaikdl in accordance
with a delibeate plan of the alleged
ice trust to reekwe the supply of ice.
The evidence showed that this was
done at the titre when the ice mane
itfacturers were defending the exorb-
itant price of ice by alleging a short-
age of the supply,
STROMBOLI VOCAN10 ANGRY
Violent Eruption in Sicily Causes
Fear of Eartheuake.
8 ermo, lf y 19.—There was a
violept eruption of Stromboli today,
inctsadescent material being tlfrovin
to enormous heights and causing ser-
ious fires on the island. No deaths
resilted from the eruption, which
was attended by loud detonations.
The phenomenon was similar to
that which immediately preceded the
diesetrous earthquake in Calabria last
autumn and therefore occasions great
anxiety lest it be followed by a repe-
titian of that calamity.
SERVE COUNTRY.
tjautenant W L. Reed -will arrive
here today from Evansville to swear
lit the United States array service the
following men who have been enlisted
and Both Suffer. at the local recruiteig bureau by
I Seargeant Rby P. Bancroft of
Norfolk, Va.. July Ks—During \ °trim Tenn., and, Albert Jones of
severe storm that swept the coast to- • Oak! Bancroft goes to Fort
day the battle ship Rhode Islatid was 
1
venworth, Kase for service in 'the
ir. collision with the Norwegian'fleeting corps, waile Jones goes
nfantry service at Jefferson bar-
in St. Louis.
•••••111•Mim•I
1 ateamer Guernsey. Both vessels are i
said to be badly damaged.
VOL 23, NO. 67
PADUCAH DISTRICT CONFERENCE
CONVENES NEXT WEEK AT BARLOW
THE GATHERING HOLDS ktaat WO DAYS, DURING WHICH
TIME. MUCH IMPORTANT—BUSINESS COMES BEFORE THE
LARGE NUMBER OF DELEGATES, WHO WILL BE PRESID-
ED OVER BY REV. J. W.BLACKO'RD, PRESIDING ELDER.
The annual session of the confer-
ence of the Miethodist churches of
the Paducah district will convene
next Wednesday at Barlow, Ballard
county ,and continue in session for
two days, with Presiding Elder J. W.
Blackard in the chair. Prospects are
for one of the most important gath-
erings conducted by the district del-
egates for many years, as a number
of interesting matters come up.
There are twenty-one pastoral
charges represented in the conference,
while about 250 ministers and dele-
gates will be in attendance, some
coming from eery city and village.
Some very eminent ministers from
other conferences vial be present, one
being Dr. Pinson, of Louisville, an-
other Dr. Moore, editor of the Chris-
tian Advocate at Nashville, also Dr.
Pigue, editor of The Methodist, that
is published et Fulton.
Presiding Elder Blackard leaves
Paducah this morning for Clinton,
Arlington and other points, where he
will hold quarterly conferences air
the respective congregations. He
will reach Barlow next Tuesday even-
ing to make arrangements for open-
ing of the session on the following
morning. During the conference sev-
eral parties will be licenied to
preach, while others will !a reconta
mended to the annual conference to
enter the traveling connection.
A great time is expected, and the
Barlow people have arranged to care
for the delegates that will be there
in large numbe-s. Presiding Elder
alackard supervises all the catirchee
ar Pao district and expresses him-
self as; aery•much gratified over the
prosperity and growth which pressen,
in &Ceti:lot/ism in his
Some weeks ago the different con-
gregation, of this city selected their
delegats to the confrence, as fol-
lows:
Broadway—J. L .Webb, Rey. T. j,
Newell, P. C., Rev. G. C. Crum-
baug, Rev. R. W. Chiles, J. M. Byrd.
S. T. Hubbard, B. H. Scott, H. W.
Katterjohn, Dr, W. R. Hays, W. A.
Martin, it. W. Gleaves, J. D. Smith,
Jr., W. R. Scott, Vernon Blythe, Dr.
S. H Winstead, C. R. Hall, Edward
Newell, J. M. Lang, W. L. Young.
Alternates—Dr. E. G. Stamper, Dr.
J. T, Gilbert, C. 0. Brown, T. M.
N ance.
Trimble Street Church
--Rev. W. W
isrmstrong, P. C., Rev. ra. E. Pat-
terson, Rev. 0. W. Jenniims, W. P.
Johnson, B. T. Davis, C. W. Morris-
on, B. J. Billings, V. F. Moore, J.
NI. Gentry, J. C. Martin,
Alternates—Silas Mitchell, Jr., J. T,
l'owell.
Third Street Church..!-Rev. P. FL
Fields, P. C., Rev. Forest Carpenter,
Rev. Carlos Hicklin, Rev. Andy Da-
vis, J. B. Mills, K. E. Tyree, A. J.
Bamberg, T. E. Ford, C. A. Barn-
1-art, John Wooldridge.
Alternates—Cornelius Edwards, J.
A. James, Tommie Thompson, Will
Sears.
City Mission—Rev. T. J. Owens, P.
C., Rev. R. C. Alexander, G. C.
Leonard, E. Futrell, D. N. Brockman,
-T. A Ewell, T. A. Robertson,
Alternates—Keener Rudolf, Joe
Ragsdale.
, Paducah Circuit—Rev. J. W. Ward-
low, P. C., Rev. A. N. Sears, Rev.
Thomas' B. Love, J.'T. Sherron, San-.
ders Brooks; S. A. Harkey, Robert
Cannada, G. C. Powers, W. Down-
ing, Irving Polk, W. E. Lam, J. A.
Parker, Marvin Rudolph, I F. Matt.
sker. .
Alternates—Geo. Barker, W. M.
Gardner, Dr. R. F. ,Fisher, A. A. Sher-
ron, J B Ray.
Earthquakes Every Hour In
New Mexico--Great Damage Done
Albuqerspie, N. M., July 19—refu-
gees in large numbers are arriving in
this city from Socorro, N. M., where
great damage has been wrought by
a succession of daily earthquakes
since July 2. In that time not an
how has passed without one or more
quakes. The center of the due-th-
ence is a zone thirty miles long by
about ten miles wide, running from
the Ladrone mountains southeast
*trotter Socorro, San Antonio and
San Marical. This side of the belt
the shocks have thirdly been felt.
Each one is proceeded by a loud
rumbling lake heavy thander, whch
can be henna approaching from the
northwest before it reaches Socorro.
Senor Baca, of Socorro, until rec-
ently district attorney, is in' the city
with his family. He say., that people
are 'leaving on. every tra n. and those
who cannot ride on the railroad arc
leaving by wagon. About 2,000 peo-
ple are camping out in tents, and no
one dares to go indoors. Practically
every residence and) business block
in the town has beers irreparably dam-
aged. Thre aas been much distress
among the people who are caminall
in the open, as heavy rens have fal-
len in the last two days, /one being
the 'heaviest for fifty years.
Most of the people are going to El
Paso, alelvougb many are coming to
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
The shades generally occur as
short, sharp ;erns, the ground seem-
ing to slap violently. It is believed
that the adjustment of rock strata
is the rugged Latirone and Magdalena
mountains is tare cause cf the con-
antra shocks..
Pro's' sione are growing scarce and
real distress is feared among the refu-
gees
"The noise and the quakes are
frightful," said Mts. J. J. Leeson, a
refugee from Socorro. "I have ex-
petienctel earthquakes in Los Angeles
and. San Francisco, but never arrythig
so calcining an these prolonged rocki-
ings arid perking& of the earth at
Socorro. Water placed in a bowl
will chow contanuous vibrations be.
tweet, the greater shocks. showing
Shat the earth is never still. Not a
house in town is safe to enter, and
chimneys; and walls topple with each
recurring tremor."
Jack Hart, Aged 40, Accused
by 13-Year-Old Stepdaughter
of Criminal Assault
Sheriff W. D. Bishop of Smithland,
arrived here yesterday morning on
the packet and left at 2:30 o'clock in
the afternoon over the He C.. & St.
L. railroad for 'Savannah, Tenn., after
Jack Hart who is unaer arrest there
and will be brought back to Smith-
land to stand trial of the charge of
criminally assaulang his own step-
daughter, who is only 13 years of
age.
The sheriff located Hart at Savan-
nah some time ago and had the au-
thorities of that city to take charge
of him. Mr. Bishop will pass back
this way today or tomorrow en route
with his man to the capitol of
Livingston county.
Hart is a .blacksmith of about 210
years _of age and resides at luka, a
few miles from Smithland. He mar-
ried the mother of the little girl and
it is claimed committed assault upon
the person of the child. Hart then
skipped out. This was about one
year ago. The Livingston circuit,
court grand jury had the girl before
it for examination and she told
enough to justify them in briaging in
an indictment charging the step-
father with the crime.
Hart has been successail in eluding
the authorities, but the. sheriff has •
been following him up since the first
of the present year, and finally land-
ed him. A reward of atm was of-
fered for Hart, so stated the sheriff..
VAULT FOR THE
CITY ENGINEER
IF RECORDS* BURNED THE
LOSS WOULD BE IRRE-
PARABLE.
The Public Improvement Committee
Will Recommend That Vault
be Installed.
It is more than probable that the
public improvement committee will
decide that a brick vault shall go in
the office of City Engineer L. A.
Washington instead of an iron safe.
A . vault, being large enough, could
protest more of the records than a
safe, and the cost is much smaller.
-Tfrih7Thifice of the engineer are
kept all the drawing; plans and speci-
fications for the sanitary and storm
sewerage system, the brick, bittilithic
, and other street work, all bridges,
culverts and in fact everything per-
taining to improvements, both upon
surface and under the public
in shelves
the
streets.
The records are kept
and would be easily destroyed in case
of fire. The loss would be irreparable
to the city, as they would have to
make all the surveys, drawings, etc.,
at cost of thousands of dollars, ex-
clusive of the great loss of time.
The public improvement committee
has been instructed to look into the
question of putting in the vault and
will bring into the full board meet-
ing a recommendation that the vault
be installed. It will cost several hun-
dred dollars. All the other city of-
ficials have vaults for protecfon of
their records except the engineer
whose headquarters are in the two
story double tenement residence
building beside the city hall.
SENTENCE SERMONS
Fear and fret make life's friction.
Heaven helps those who help
others.
Sometimes hiding anothefs faults
heals our own.
Heaven despairs of the man ..;,fdho
despises men.
True religion nourishes the roots
of right-doing.
The hardest work some folks do is
telling how busy they are.
It does not make a man brave to
lay his cowardice on his conscience.
Many a man's religion would be
worth more :f it had more office
practice.
It's no use looking for a man's re-
ligion when it doesn't get into his
looks.
Some folks never think of coals of
fire until August, nor of cups of cold
water until December.
The fanatic would rather see the
'face go to- tht pit than that any
should reach heavem unlabeled with
hie fad—Chicago News.
ONLY ONE CASE.
J. R. Brown Was Only Offender Be-
fore Police Court Yesterday.
since I made a flippant remark, being RAvAcEs
 
oF
so ignorant a young villain that I did
not recognize the vulgarity of that
action.
"To my great ,dismay, a look of
horror passed over the face of my
bright particular star. Then she said,
coldly: 'I suppose you are not aware
that she is my cousin.'
"That helped me to see my own
tisininity as clearly as the others had
seen it before. apologized abjectly
anti - tried -to—be---mode st during
rest of my visit, which I made as
short as possible. The girl was cool
enough. Just as I was leaving she
remarked to me:
"'By the way, I told you I sup-
posed you did not know that the per-
son about whom you made that re-
mark was my cousin. Well, she
wasn't. I never saw her before.'
"It had been lust a lesson for Mr.
Smarty, that was all. But it stuck.
Memories like this one convince me
that the boys of today are not so very
foolish and that they will get over
hei
Judge Edward Puryear (lid not
have Much before him yrsterday
'horning in the police court, there
being only one case on the docket
This accused J.  R. Brown with a
breach. 'of s the peace by fighting a
negro named Tom Lewis, and a fine
of $t and costs was assessed against
Brown.
ACCORDING TO DESCRIPTION
I saw her just a week ago.
I've heard a lot about her lately,
They said she was too dear, and so
They know that I would like her
greatly,
I saw her, yes, the other day
A little while, and I am free,
Without the least reserve., to say .0
She's tist as sweet as she can be.
Her age? Of course I can but guess,
I don't think that s%e's young pre-
cisely.
I'll say she's 30, more or less;
But she conceals it wery nicely.
Her conversation's somewhat tame,
Or so at least it seemed to me.
She talks too much, but, all the same,
She's •ust as sweet as she can be.
She's not exactly what you'd call
A rippling, raving, staving beauty,
But don't criticise at all;
I do not think that it's my duty.
She's not too sweet, as. I expect,
If you could see her, you'd agree.
But her description's still correct—
She's :ust as sweet as she can be
Analyze the contents of your cup
of sorrow and more or less happi-
ness will be found therein.
• The Horne-Grown Philosophre.
"When I see the boys from school
or college wearing caps so small that
it takes a close v'ew to ascertain
whether or not they are bareheaded I
feel that the human race is becomioo.
foolish," said the home-grown phil-
osopher. "Then, when I take a sec-
ond thought, after glancing into my
own past, I recall that at their age
was 'ust as foolish, or a little more
so.
"With all their dinky caps and
other absudities, the boysof the pres-
ent day have never afflicted them-
selves with that most barbarous of
all boy fads Oh:: tight
-boot craze. It
2.
--spant is, my. 
_ -1j,111
not enily forget hiaw we young idiots
hobbled around with foot coverings
Which pinched our toes in a way
to give us great agony, while ;11I .the
time we thought we were pr vie
ourselves very manly and stylish.
"1 recall nother of my youthful
indiscretions. I was about 20 and
bad been working for a little time in
a big cily. What I didn't know then
etas not worth mentioning. I was
so smart that I could afford to play
horse with the whole system. One
diay I was visiting at the home of a
girl friehdo with wh,,m I was in a
hurry to fall in love. Sin lived in a
small suburb. Being so smart, of
Course I was' in a position to show
this girl how superior I was by mak-
ifir fun of everything in her village.
set on her front porch. She and
a number of other girls were there
also. I was doing all the talking.
for I 'dtinfied it hiy -duty to keep on
showing them how witty I was. A
woman passed, about whose appear- ,
*raga
MISSISSIPPI
OFFICIALS OF CAIRO AND
GOVERNMENT ENGINEER
ARE INVESTIGATING.
Father o: Waters Taking Big
Out of Bank—Mattress Work
to be Used.
Acting upon advicss received this
morning from government Engineer
William S. Mitchell, who wired from
Grand Tower, Mayor Parsons, E. A.
Smith, several members of the coun-
cil, business men and representatives
of the press met the steamer King at
the foot of Eliza towhead
Cairo at 2 o'clock this afternoon and
accompanied the government inspec-
tors 'upon their tour of investigation
of the caving embankment, says the
Cairo Telegram.
The devastating work of the father
of waters was plainly in evidence,
and in many places the caving of the
bank was descernable Frequent
sounding were taken which showed
an average depth of 30 feet all along
the affected embankment and within
30 feet of the shore. The current is
very strong, and Engineer Mitchell
says that it would be folly to attempt
to alter it.
He will recommend the building of
a revetiment of mattress work. which
he says will be sufficient to protect
the embankment.
Intimationa That Jury Was Tampered
With.
(Lexington Herald.)
A Lee county jury has rendered .1
verdict of "Not Guilty" in rhe case of
the Comnionsvealth vs. James. Hargis
and Edward Calahan, indieted for the
murder of James B. Marciarn. There
are .ntimations that the jury was
tampered with. Whether these are
founded on facts or not we have int
way of 1o/rowing. Wr 40 not like to
believe, and will not believe for the
present that twelve citizens of 1.ee
county rendered a verdict in this case
through improper influences. The
trial at Beattyville has been most re-
markable. The testimony of Curt
Jett, dffereing entirely from his testi-
mony in Jackson and from the con-
fession made by him some three weeks
ago, was of itself enought to excite
comment. The proof that while in
jail 'he was furnishes) wiliLi whisky and
was in communication with those vit-
ally .laitorested in the trial also excited
c °aliment. It was freely predicted
from the time this csie Was first as-
signed-to -Lee county-that any -trial
would result in an acquittal, and those
Bits predictions have been verified. The
verdict of the jury will not change
the option of those who have hereto-
fore made up their minds that the
defendants were guilty. It is probably
well that a verdict was reached in-
stead of a hung jury. It would be
well if definite decisions could he
reached in all of the cases arising from
the assassinations in Breathitt county
and the state be relieved of the con-
stant recurrences of the trial of those
charged with those crimes.
tID!e1MENTS FOUND
5140 PihRTY TO
YOUNG MEN
MR. HOWARD SHELTON EN-
TERTAINED PARTY OF
GENTLEMEN.
Charming Time I-Lad by Crowd at
Christian Endeavor Entertainment
—Many Happy Events.
MT. Howard Shelton of 1405 South
Third street entertained a number of
genlemen friend last ceiling with
a stag party, at which a fine time was
had by the your fellows.
Endeavor Event.
A deliglittut tone wa.•;-Ka y a large
ladies tiley decided Mr. Fred Wade
made the finest proposals, while the
gentlemen voted Mat Miss Elizabeth
Atkins captured the prize for being
the most apt at acceping her suitor.
During the even:ng very delicious re-
freshment were served, and a most
charming tune hadi.
Assistant Instructor.
- Word front Chicago shows hat .Mrs.
WL C. Scofield, formerly of this c ty,
has. been made assistant instructor in.-
vocal teaching to Signor Nlarescalchi,
the genat N•oczCist of the Windy City.
This is indeed quite a corniplOnent to
the talented Pailiticah larN who studieef
tinder the sigitir, and herself posesses
one of the graeiilest and riohes voices
ever heardt
Wehn Mir. Scofield went with the
big Pittsburg steel concern, the.
family reiniedi to Chicago.
Ice Cream Social.
The ladies of Trimble street Meth-
odist ohurch had a large crowd as
• ice-
cream social given on the church.
lawn. It ,was an unusually pleasant
gathering.
1
 
Yesterday afternoon there was
I shipped to Murray, Ky., the remains,
By the Special Grand Jury Investi-
gating the Alleged Tobacco
Trust.
Nashville, Tenn., July 19.—When
the United States circuit court met
this morning the foreman of the
grand jury, which has for some time
been investigating the alleged tobac-
co trust, reported to Judge Linton
that all the witnesses summoned by
the government had been examined.
District Attorney Tillman stated that
all the witnesses that the government
desired to summon before the grand
jury at this time had been examined,
and he asked that the jury be re-
spited or discharged, subject to a re-
call at any time betKenno •  and thew
next term oi court. No indictment
was found.
BURY AT MURRAY
Remains of Mr. A. G. Gower Taken
to Murray to be Interred.
of the two year old girl of Mr and
Mrs. A. G. Gower of 1516 Jones
street. the child having died the night
before of typhoid fever. Mr. Gower
is connected with the Illinois Central
railroad. The girl was taken to Min-
ay for interment.
crowd last evening at the Christian
Endeavor social given in the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church. The pro-
grams teemed with many interest fig
features.
- ---
Ladies' Aid Entertained.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Trimble street Nfehodist church was
entertained yesterday by Mrs. Ben
Billings of West Mniroe street. After
the bnsiness sesksion a local was en-
tered into, delicious refresbments be-
ing served.
Judge ?kissed the Kiss.
Mliss Florence Boston and Mr, ‘Vni.
Braryfield of Carterville, Ill., came
here yeserday and were married by
Judge Lightfoot. Finish ng the cere-
mony vhe judge jokingly remarked he
a/ways kissed the bride, but Braylield
said he "guessed 'he wouldn't this
time' and stepped in beween wife
and judge as the latter playfully came
forward. Braytiekl had to then he
told the joke was on him,
Delightful Affair.
The Misses Puryear of Broadway
last evening enteraineh complimentary
to Miss Lucile and Beulah Prery-
man of Knoxville, Tenn.. who are v •
itinsr irs the city. An interesting tea
one of the affair was the "progressive
love" contest. dtnirg which time the!
yeninst men proposed to the young ;
ladies. On a vote being taken by the
The Ozark Hotel.
At Crea; Spiings, Ls, will make
a rate of Sio per week for the bal-
ance of the season; The I. C. rail-
load will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The
Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
and shower baths.
MRS. HARKNESS, Proprietress.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TBL. 758
alk with the
Consumer
Competition among brewers is keen. Perhaps you've noticed it.
You may not know what's back of it. You have a right to know the facts.
We have decided to print them.
Some of the large brewers to reduce the cost of brev.ing use cheap materials.
In place of Barley, the very soul and essence of pc: :ect beer, they use Corn,because it is cheap.
They further reduce the cost of production by r•_ t having ample storagefacilities to properly age their beer.
The result is beer that has little else but "Punt " and "Sterilization" to
recommend it. As a matter of fact, nearly all beer is pu.-e and properly sterilized.
udweiser
—Tie Kiiig of all Bottled Beers—
Budweiser is brewed from choicest Barley-Malt, the finest Hops, importedfrom the province of Saaz, in Bohemia, Yeast of special culture, and a smallpercentage of Rice.
It is fermented in glass
-enameled vats. It is lagereel (aged) from four tofive months in glass-lined steel tanks.
In fact,is in glass from "Kettle to the Lip."
Our enorrnQus storage- capacity 6e00,baiicts—enables us to age ourbeer to full maturity, which accounts for its healthfulness and delicious flavor.
We produce beer of such unquestioned superiority that discriminating
consumers demand it. 
It is for these reasons that Budweiser, although the highest in price, has alarger sale than all other bottled Leers.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis U. S. A.
Largest Brewers in the World
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
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'BIG iiöÜRiNI DENIZENS OF
TOMORROW NIGHT WORTEN'S
LARGE CROWD FROM ST. LOMB ADDITION
•
WILL ARRIVE OVER THZ
ILLINOIS CENTRALS
R. N. Brown, of Chicago, Becomes
Night Yardrnaster, Succeeding
Clarence Graves.
Tomorrow night an excursion will
leave St. Louis and arrive here Sun-
day morning over the 1. C.. by way
1) 1 Brookport. Returning, the train
departs Sunday afternoon shortly af-
ter 5 o'clock. 
New Yardmaster.
Mr. R. N. Brown, of Chicago, has
taken the place of night yardmaster
for the I. C. yards here. He suc-
ceeds Clarence Graves, who resigned
the place to return Co his old posi-
tion of chief clerk to General Yard-
master Stonebreaker.
Engineer Sick.
Mr. Henry Bahr, the night engi-
neer for the Illinois Central shops, is
ill at his residence on South Eighth
street
Colored Excursion.
The colored people of the city had
a big picnic at N(axon's Mill, all re-
turning last evening. Exactly 580 of
them went from here, the special
train making three round trips to
carry them back and forth.
The cow of Richard Howell, of the
Maxon's Mill section of the county,
was hit and killed yesterday morn-
ing by one of the special excursion
trcains. The animal stepped up on
the track just in time to have the life
knocked from it by the iron monster.
HANSOME NEW
STABLE GOES UP
OLD STABLE NOW
LILLIAN OWEN AND RUTH
LACHET WERE ARRESTED
YESTERDAY.
CHARGED WITH RUNNING
DISORDERLY HOUSES
TURED AFTER CHASE BY
 
-0-FFICER- Wite-T-1:Httif-ED-
HIM TO COURT
Retail Liquor Dealers Notified Of-
ficer Emile Gourieux That He
Gets the $25 Reward—
Police News.
The good people of Worters' addi-
tion continue their excellent work of
weed rig out dissolute character, who
had confiscated about one entire block
of that addition trp until several weeks
ago, when The Register commenced
/helping the good people clean out
their neighborhood, from where near-
ly all the bad women have now de-
camped.
Officer Hurley has been assisting
in the good work, and yesterday ar-
rested Ruth Isatchet and Lillian
Owen. two white women, on the
charge of running disorderly houses
ma there. The women will be ar-
raigned before he police court this
morning.
The goodl people out that way cal-
led on Mark Worten and told him
him he must get the dissolute char-
acters fest of his house, and the agi-
tation ; having a good result
---
Wheel Stolen.
Yesterday 'Horner Clark, a small
negro boy, was arrested on the charge
of stealing a bicycle, and will be tried
BEING before Judge Lightfoot today in the
RAZED ON THIRD NEAR
KENTUCKY AVENUE.
Holes Knocked in the Broadway Side
of The Palmer, for the New
Bath Room Windows.
Work of teartng down the old liv-
ery stable on South Third street, be-
side the lienneberger house:has been
started by Mr.. James P. Smith of
the J. R. Smith estate which owns
the building. The old structure will
be taken down to make room for the
handsome new brick building to be
constructed and after completion oc-
cupied by the. Thompson Transfer
company, which will more around
from its present location on Jefferson
between Third and Fourth streets.
Tie old building is one story, while
the new one will be two, and ar-
ranged so the horses arc kept on the
-second floor and vehicles down upon
the ground floor. It will be ready
for occupancy by the first or middle
of September.
Tearing Out Windows.
The workmen at The Palmer hotel
have torn a number of holes in the
wall on the Broadway side of the
building. These holes are for the
vtiridowe to the new bath rooms that
are being installed in the hostelry
along with the other remodeling and
Improvements. The openings are on
each of the upper storks. Altogether
there will he something like 65 new
bath rooms installed in the hostelry.
At every part of the buildiog large
forces are working at the remodeling
and the work will continue long into
the winter months, as it is a mam-
moth undertaking and will cost many
thonsands of dollars.
juvenile court. He was caught by
Officer Gourieux while returning from
the country.
The wheel was stolen Wednesday 
day when the boat comes out of the
• 
afternoon from in front of the Hank Tennessee river.
& Davis paint store on Broadway
near Third street. Yesterday morn- says
ing a Mr. liuddleston of !delber this
coons-, telephoned Chief Collins
that the Clark boy came out there
with a wheel and sold it for $6.so.
M. Ifitaddleston suspected that it
wae stolen, and when the chief found
it was the missing bike, he informed
the Melher man. who then told Chief
Coleins to keep a lookleest for Clark.
as after dieposng of the bike the
lad crass-led on a wagon and was com-
ing hack to he city.
The chief sent Officer Gentriettx out
to the park to wait until the wagon
and negro came along. When the
boy espied the patrolman. from a die-
tame he leaped from the farmer's
wagon and sailed for the woods. The
fleet footed policeman pursued him,
and after a short spurt run Clark
down and brought him on to the city.
where on account ofrhis tender age
he was tinned over •tn the juven le
court
residience, the porcheclinabing th ef
lipped away.
Wanted Playmates.
Myrtle Arnis was last year sent
from here to the Home of Good Shep-
herd at Louisville to be raised. She
was a bad girl, but yesterday wrote
Chief Colin-it; the was highly pleased
with the plac,e where she is be.ng
trained. , Tire Chief tad-
laugh when Myrtle beseeched him to
send some more little Pactarcseth girls
there so she would, have friends to
play with.
Pocketbook Gone.
MTS. G. W. Wooldridge has report-
ed the loss of her pocketbook and,
$15, which she dropped down in the
city.
Excursion Rates Vii. ale soutnern
Railway from Louisville,
when first impressions are strongest,
she soon gets inevitgbly tired of men.
"There is no romance between the
American young girl and young men;
protracted familiarity has long under-
mined all possible romance. There is
satiety on both sides, but more espec-
ially on the part of the girl. When
she is ao she is radically cured of all
ideal interest in men-----When
so man is more or less a hateful sight
to her. She simply does not care for
him."
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserve-
eion--Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
24$1 1906, limit August 15th, 1906.
Round :rip rate $31.10.
t. Paul, Minn---$21.5o, July 23, 24,
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August so,
It and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 3oth on payment of 50 cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
eta, call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., rat East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
PLEASED THEM.
Another Stolen Wheel.
The Retail Liquor Dealers Mutual
Benefit Association yesterday noti-
fied Patrolman Emile Gourieux that
he wouid be paid the S.25 reward the
association keeps standing for the
convicted of any retail rqnor dealer
convicted of %sling on the Sabbath •
or in any manner violating the law.
Officer Goirrieux caught Saiooniet
Morgan. of Wlaahington near Ninth
ntret, selling whisky several Sundays
ago, and had him convicted in the
polke court. Mayor Yeses- then
took 1iforgan'e license from him, while
the patlrolman now gets the ,$25. re-
ward.
Officer Ernest Hill was severe)
week ago paid a cimilar reward by
the retail d 
.
trolmon 'having convicted Overetreet
of North F.ighth street of keep'ng
open and 'belling on Sunday. Over-
street also had his license taken
away.
For Sale at Bargain.
Ncely efloilsord sainon and lisec.1
in connection. Apply to J. T.
Quarles near Union depot or old
phone 928.
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Sax*:
Unlimited ticket S5.00 meals and
berth included.
• ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Part)
of five or over St.543 each, • without
weals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo-
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
Thieves Enter Cie/ Nan.
Yesterday morning it was discover
ed that vonvetime during the night
before thieves agar invaded the City
!Pall right under the pollee' noses
and atole the fine electric fan from
the board of public worka* head-
quarter's wfikh Is in the office just to
the rear of Mlayor Yeiser's room. A
seas-oh of the building was made. and
the fan not being discovered, the
Chef concluded it had been stolen.
Porch-climber Scared.
Yesterday morning sibortly before
dayliseht Mks. A. B. SoWeil, of West
Broadway, heard some one climb tip
the porch poet. ,geti up on top of the
roof andl try to raise the bathroom
window. She hurried downstairs to
awaken her son, Mt. Horace Sowell,
Yesterday when the City of Sa-
vannah stopped here ,she had a
crowd of about forty ladies and gen-
tlemen who about daylight took in
the town, and were shown over the
City Hall building by City Jailer
tom Evitts. They pronounced Pa-
ducah the finest city on their route,
and will stop over again next Sun-
American Girls See Too Much
of Men.
London, July tg.—The quality of
womanliness is denied the American
woman by Dr. Emil Reich, the Hun-
garian philosopher and sometime pro-
fessor at a Cincinnati college, who
has been expounding Platoniern and
things to smart audiences in May-
fair.
D. Reich criticises the feminine
American ungallantly in an article in
''London Opinion." Here are some of
hie arguments.
"Not only is the American woman
rot womanly, in the sense in which
all the nations in Europe understand
this word, but she cannot possibly be
womanly. The role, the necessary
role she plays in the states renders
it•indispensable that her filbre of wo-
manliness be blunted and coarsened
at an early date. Raving in youth
ben coedticated with men; having
seen of them far too much at a time
, Ky—Scven Cnau-
tanqua. Dates of sale August tst
to 21st, 191:36, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Round trip rate $5.70, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip rat,!:
475.
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
30th and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
isio6, by depositing ticket and paying
fee of 5o cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, Igo& Round trip
rate $21.5o.
Lexington, Ky.—National s- Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August 1st, isio6, limit August 5th,
I 1906. Round trip rate
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:5o a. m., Sunday, July
29th, 1906, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, leaving Louis-
ville 4:00 p. m., July 31st, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 5to Broadway, Sat.
urday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, July 29th
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
Isiational Encampment Grand Army
el the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
ust sith, 12th and 13th, 1906, return
limit August 31st, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $t4.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Dates of sale August and,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. ma August 9th, Igoe, re-
turn limit August 23rd, 1906 August
16th icio6 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.—
$17.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
and No. los July 27th and No. toa
July 28th, 1906, return limit August
8th, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102
August 8th and No. 104 August 9th,
1006, return limit August aoth.
Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
and No. toe August 25th, 1906, return
limit September 6th, 1036.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th
1906 limit August 8th, seso6. By 'de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, t906. Round trip
rate
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office sto Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
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BELOW soy other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
0from any.
at avy
or on any k,od of terms, until you have received our complete Free Cato
lorries illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grad.
bicycles. old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable 1.0R
PRICES and wonderhil new offers made possible by belling from factor)
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
air amp ON APPROVAL nettaoat a cent deposit, Pay the Freight see
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no °the,
house in the world will do. Ton will learn everything and get much valu
able infornuition by simply writing as a postal.
We need • afaltop aorgail in every town and can offer an opportunitj
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
DO NOT Bur A Inercetz
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES °N LY
8.50 per pair. 
a8 0 $4,10lag' Price t
o Introcksoco
Will Soff *AA* Wile
You a Sample OR SLIMWON'T LET
"Air for Only OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH °NOES Eatitl)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experiense in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
TUS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, likerintentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Modred Thezsand pairs 'low in Waal uss. Iser
Seventy-five Those.f.d pairs sold last year.
Nutlet+ the tide& rubber tread
"A" and puseture strips "ft'
sad ••13," also rim *Dip ..H''
to prevent dna outAlap. This
tire will outlast any other
neake—SOFT, ELASTIO and
EASY RIDING.
w iff RIPTIONt Made In all sizes. ills lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside?pecial quality of rubber, witch sever becomes porous and which closes up small puncture,
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of lettere from satisfied customers stating
that their tires ham only been pumped up once or twice in a whole seamen. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting osalitiee being given by several layers ef this, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensisr. commonly felt when riding on asphalt
Or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" .read which prevents all sir from being
iesueesee out between the tire and the road thus overcor .ag all suction. The regular price ef these
tires $050 per pair, but for advertising purposes wear* making a special factory price to the rider
Of may $4.80 Per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received We ship C.O.D. on approval.
Yoe do not pay a eent until you have examined and ad them aridly as represented.
We will allow a oath dineonnt of 3 per cent (thereby. eking the price 04.55 per pair) if you send
FULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this adv. Alsetnent. We will also send one nickel
plated brans hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife onts or hirer? gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any ref71011 they are not satiitory on examination.
We are perfectly reliaNe and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Denim, ..essuis or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about no. If you order • pair ol
Zese tires, you will And nut they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and lookes* than any tire you have. -er used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want • bier e you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trial
order at once, hence this rem•rtable tire offer.
built-up•wheells, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, ant00AS71131-1311,4KES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thensual
proms charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.DO Nor w but.write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING AAIT bicyfle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new afi‘
wonderful offers we are making. It only goats • postal to learn everything. Write It NOW.
and hearing the commotion in the 'REID CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.."JL" ILL1
- . _ 
dia
224 Broadway
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
:Prices Reasonable.
a is Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY. 11
Goon IVI
„,...., ... .,c,....',: -,. ,,4 PNING
Did  you swallow your share a .dusx_last-aight?---1--4seve-r-fult-linared-----
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South F.:arch Se., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
"T-
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and eleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and. these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 66 S. 4th.
at., prodtsced by the only talking machines not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophone talking machines
from SR) to Uzi° put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remomber that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35e, so in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $x.00, la.00, $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mraceila Sasernbrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needed and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explain ing the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to so p. in.. No pieces played tvrioe and we play
from 75 to Too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
•forget it. 606 S. 4th. St. Paducah, Ky.
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GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING VIE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
St 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
sic per roll.
..Paper usually sold at mac we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and. Window Shades in all colors.
A large -tine of -routing arid- -bun&
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
21311312=2:2222112=1122=t1sIstret=213: E
C. Leo. 315 But
J K. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 59 Broddway.
aoiser4„„
4
als
for
showit,,
worn an
independent and fearless newspaper
to a community. Newspapers lihe
The Register depend so'ely upon the
Atronage of she putillc; they are at
grafters, neither do they seek or &et
rake-offs. Every man who has a dol-
lar invested in the city should stand
by the independent paper.
"Put it down as a fact," says the
Thiladelphia North An.erican, "that
the man who decr'Ls and denounces
the newspapers is either an exposed
rascal or a person who fears expos-
ure for himself or for his friends. He
is a man who loves darkness and
fears the light, because evil is in his
soul." •••
Thelsouisvilla Herald is one of the
most fearless papers in the state, and
is proving to be of incaluculable val-
ve to the city, a fact which seems
o be appreciated by the people, judg-
ing ni its advertising columns and
.culation. In commenting on the
above paragraph that paper scores
tne other class of newspapers that
caters to the grafters, and what it
says sizes up to a nicety some of
the Padttcalv papers. The Herald
Says:
'Vs'ords of solemn truth and of ur-
gent, everyday importance to the
masses. The grafter tries, first of all,
to stand in well with the press. If
Se can find a paper weakly enough
managed to indorse his methods op-
enly or cover up his rascalities, he
lavishes on it every favor in his
reach. He boasts of its independ-
ence; he commends its ability and
beiards its enterprise. Such papers
build up, he claims, the town where
they arc • putittsited. They lull the
taxpayer to sleep while the grafter
helps himself freely - to the city's
funds. They come in at the right
time for a share in every "divvy"
from corrupt copto,cts and from cam-
Faign funds. •
"But the independent journal, pub-
lished for the. benefit of the public,
/sleets the grafter's early and bitter
denuneation. The moment he finds
it impossible to bend a piper to his
still ,he strives to break it. But the
really independent paper neither
b•sads' nor
people.
At Kansas City the city obtains a
per centage on gross earnings under
all franchists it may graiit, and the
thousands of dollars so obtained by
the city aids in reducing the taxes
The Albuquerque Journal in com-
menting
says:
"A brief item in tbs. newspapers il-
lustrates in a striking way the benefit
of the modern inallioa of granting
franchises to use the streets for pub-
lic service corporations, says the To-
peka Capital. The item related to
the semi-annual report of the gas
company of Kansas City, Mo. Ths
company deals in manalactured gas
end not the natural product, yat its
gross receipts for the six months just
ended vaere $58o,27o.ci7. It made this
report to the city, and accompanying
the report was .1 check for $1 orS0e5.49,
or two per cent, of the gross r --
by 
out of revenues has been in-law, mud the law is to.: augurated, and the city is preparing to
about three miles of first-classrequiring hint to i lay
to conform , to i pavement and erect three new public l
schools.
An experiment in municipal owner-
ship is to be made, a deal havingv
been closed with the Houston ater
any whereby the city-isitcf-eorne
into possession of the plant, together
with all mains, connections, privileges
etc. The consideration is to be agar,-
Goo, of which about half is a bonded
indebtedness, the other half to be paid
in cash. The taxpayers have autho-
rized the bond issue.
A good financial turn made was the
sale of the franchise over two streets
of thel.city to tab/oakum interests,
for a consideratioliaT aroo,000. Other
matters, of monsiig s are: Reduction
of tax rate from;p to $1.9c); passage
of uniform sidekalk ordinance; pro-
tecting.the bayou-1110in  oil and dum
ings; ir—TE-TaTiiii—aie time of operation
ef the sewerage piamping station; the
repairing of the filter beds; the in-
auguration of a first-class street-
sweeping system; thereorganization
of the various departments, including
the police, the fire, the engineering
the garbage and the scavenger-7
THE REGISFER
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
StOBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
PUBLISHED -.53F THE
REGISTER rin.WIIPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
etas up and howls on how the men / existed.
in office are robbing the people. If monthly. 
aril! nfet CEAt present bills
puts up an awning or sign con- the Polka' of snaking imps-aye- • CENTRAL LABOR
trary to the El 
•
be enforced
spend a few dollars
the law, he rushes to the general
council and demands that the law
be changed so . as to save los few
uuming. 523 Broadway, dollars, yet be pays  no  attention
— whatever to the city givirag • away
Entered as MepOstOffiCe of Padu- franchises worth tens of thousands of
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter. dollars.
One Year  
dux Months  
Three Months
One Week  
Ss-x,
1.50
 1.35
.10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cu.mberland 318.
• -43.1
••••__
Newspapers like The Register
that stands up and advocates the city
getting value received for franchises
is denounced ty the franchise grab-
bers as a crank and dangerous, and
that same gang bluffs the business
man into silence and even anfluencer
some of them to boycott it. Bs:
that cuts no figure with uS, and we
Friday, July 20, 1906'
Newspapers and the People.
Two very prominent business men
of this city yesterday in d'scussing
conditions in Paducah stated that a
handful of me= were getting rick in
this city by being able to control cer-
tain members of the general council,
and one of the gentlemen remarked,
So we have :been informed, that, he
has often thought of what Paducah
would have done without The Reg-
ister to stand up for the people, and
fight their battles. He said without
he Register, the gang would have
the people tied hand and foot and
squeeze thousands of dollars more
every year out of them.
The fact of the business is the pub- ceipts.
lic never stops long enough to con- "Kansas City has adopted the mod-
n
sider seriously the great value of a em method of having public service
corporations pay something to the
on the Kansas City idea,
city in return for their franchises, in-
stead of making the corporations a
present of the franchises, which are
worth many ahrogiands of dollars.
The gas tompanyi the Metropolitan
Street Railway company, and possi-
bly other pub* strvice corporations
Kansas City bell' support the city
government this way. Thus the
gas company is paying about $23,000
a year to the city for its franchise.
"Sometimes the percentage of the
oceipts from a franchise cannot be
arrived at, and then the franchise is
sold outright. In Houston,. Texas,
not long ago the Southern Pacific
wished a franchise to lay a track
along a certain street, and it paid
the city approximately aloo.000 for it.
"Up-to-date cities are na longer
giving awa# valuable franchises. They
secure some return from them, and
herever possible it is so arranged
that as the city grows and the fran-
chise bec mow valuable, the
city's retilrom It will also in-
t: ease."
Texas City System.
(New York World.)
When Galveston was destroyed by
its tidal wave the problem of borrow-
ing money to build the great sea wall
snd raise the grade of the city was
simplified by putting local govern-
ment into the hands or a commission,
he plan worked so well that the
c•ty of Houston, the largest in
Texas, followed the example. One
year ago Mayor Rice and four com-
missioners took office. The citizens
CHARLES HART CHOSEN PRES-
IDENT OW THAT AUGUST
ASSEMBLY.
Carnival Committee Will Give Big
Dance sist of Next Month—
No Political Action.
Officers to serve during the ensuing
six months were chosen last evening
during the meeting of Central Labor
union in the hall on North Fourth
street. The selections made are as
follows:
An Economic Problem.
(Lexington Herald.)
The Thaw-White tragedy continues
to, receive much attention from the
press, which is merely an evidence
that public interest has been sustained
to an unusual degree. This afFair has
been the subject of no small amount
of moralizing, the general trend of
which is to the effect that there is
need of reformation in New York.
The disclosures taken in connection
with other events, such as the arrest
ot a New York club man on grave
charges, and the revolutions of the
Town Topics case, seem to have con- ing Mk. Peter Smith, former prcsi-
vinced the public of the existence of dent of the central body, and who
the moral decay in New York -.vhich is one of the leather workers' dele-
it had been hitherto only suspeeted. gates. He has been confined with
Thus far nobody has proposed a paralysis for nearly a year ,and was
definite plan for reform. Just how the warmly welcomed back, being one of
moral atmosphere is to be cleared is the most popular and highly esteem'
still a matter of conjecture and specu- ed union men in Paducah.
lation. The trouble with most moral- The committee that has charge of
izers in affairs of this sort is that fretting arrangements perfected for
they merely look at results ,paying the fall carnival, reported it 111(1 de-
no attention to causes. The moral cided to give a dance August atst,
or rather the immoral conditions ex_ it to be one of the largest ever con-
isting in New York and other great ducted.
No' action was taken last n;ght as
to whether the union should enter
vigorously into politics, blec::use a
number of the subordinate bodies
cities are merely tbv natural product
ot an economic system. The wealth
of the nation pours into New York
in streams that never cease. New
York is the center of the system by have not yet held a meeting and had
which the labor of the many is taxed time to vote on he proposition,
to maintain the extravaganie of a since it was submitted through their
few. New York is the originator delegates by the Central body. When
and. beneficiary of .1 lam r portion all vote on the question and send in
pf
of the saw:no:Apr the_p- n tof the the result, decisions will be reached
country. Much of the roo 2 the along this line.
ti usts and combinaeksirs .'end .4` flie
abuses and violations of the law finds
its way to the metropolis. Reckless
extravagance naturally follows. The
immorality of the manner in , which
the loot is dissipated is not greater
than the manner in which it .is ob-
Code of Ethics for Electrical Engi-
neers.
Electrical engineers are probably
to have a formulated code I i ethics
as result of an address by Dr.
Wheeler, president of their American
tamed. When society has the in- institute, says Collier's. ' I hold
telligence and the courage to stri.ke "every man," said Francis Bacon, "a
at the cause, when it is able to estab- !debtor to his profession; from the1:sh a more equitable distribution of 'which as .men of course clo seek to
the results of the forces of produc- Ireceive countenance and ,profit. so
tion, it will strike at the conditions lcught they of duty to endeavor them-
which necessarily lead to those things selves by way of amends to\be a help
recently revealed in New York The and ornament thereunto." Skarting
moral problem is in its last analysis from this pronouncement, Dr. Wheel-
an economic problem. em explained, at the twenty-third an-
nual convetion of the institute, that,
although the engineers did n t consti-
tute strictly a profession. City and
others engaged for the p:smle inpolice force is to prevent celfties and 'handling the forces of natere oughtcatch criminals. Certain minor and Ito look upon themselves as under ob-are said to be satisfied with a system incidental functions, as well as var- ligations to their clients equal tomore hike that of Washington than ions incidental faults o( individual those upheld by the code of thethat of a self-governing city, policemen, are often so magnified and clergy. medicine, or law. The publicHouston's reason for making the dwelt upon that this single basic duty attitude toward engineering contrib-change was that Its government was is lost sight of. Judged by its effic- utes to such obligations. "The publicpretty had—probably not more cor- rency along this single line, the New considers (much more than there israpt than that of many American York police force is one of the most reason for) that the several branchescities, but careless, costly and inef- successful institutions an the world, of engineering are special subjectsficient. The best men failed to take Every once in a while. one observes and not easily within the cnmpre-part in it, and it was run by proles- examples if i!c effect vencss whch hension of the layman." The greatersional politicians, seem almost incredible and impress the public trust and dependence theWhen the new administration took one anew with the strangeness of greater the need for an ethical spiritcharge the city was laboring under a truth compared with the fiction of in any'class possessed of special skill.floating indebtedness of more than I even Sir Conan Doyle. Tlit other$350,000. Obviously the first thing to !night, a little German saloon in The I
no was to study the situation. Mayor Bronx, called "Zur Ewigen Lampe" I
Rice appointed four committees—on (The Ever-Lighted Lamp), where the
finance, water, light and health; police proprietor, the bartender, and a few
and fire, and streets, bridges and friends were quietly playing pinocic.
parks. Each commissioner was chair- was raided by a gang of armed
ng ou.g a wio a ot, pro y atal y,
which the iesponsiblity for fix, con- thc bartender and a patron. As
duct of the government was to be di-. quickly as the excitement was over,
some one telephoned to the, police
Not long ago, according to the station. "All right," said the sergeant
Houston Post, one of the commis- , at the station, "we've got the man
sioners being asked how the admin- here." A policeman off duty severalistration had accomplished so much miles from his beat, returning from
replied significantly: "Well, we have a visit to 'ands in Brooklyn. had
,and Grahamville seetiona.gone about with a calking-iron and seen tlo sisrdssar board a car, and Sheriff Ogilvie is aendiracr his slaws bucket of oakum, and everywhere v,ith no rrose to aide him than some lies out to the nn-al districts to ar-ia e have found a leak we have chinked sort of intuiti:a which told him that cosserniodate the farmers.
blacksmiths. -
Vice president—L.
carpenters.
Recording secretary—Henry
roll, of caulkers.
Financial secretary—W. E. Gibson,
of retail clerks.
Treasurer—Cecil W. Trotter, of the
leather workers.
Guardian—P. L.
cry workers .
Guide—J. T. Roberts of barbers.
Trustees—J. McGarrigal of the
blacksmiths, Robert Iloblin of the
electrical workers, and James Ed-
wards, of the painters.
Outside guardian—Claude F. John-
son, of typographical union.
Roll clerk—R. M. Myles.
All the officers were obligated and
took the oath of office.
During the gathering there were
received four new delegates from the
rspective subordinate unions, one be-
B. Langston,
°pogo OF
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BROAD STREET PRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
KATTERJOHN HEIRS NOT YET
READY TO GIVE RIGHT-
OF-WAY.
They Have a Business Deal on and
Until This is Concluded Can
Not Tell About the Street
It is more than probable that noth-
ing will be done this year towards
opening Broad street by extending it
across Cross sreek ',and then on down
to Brown street, and over to the
'Ilion depot. The cause of this is
abet---C-eatisseianateri---ifearry---Forteerfoitre
and other heirs are not yet ready to
of say what part of their ground the
proposed thoroughfare can pass.
In running from Broad street ex-
tended, the new thoroughfare would
pass through the Katter,Ohn brick-
yards property that is a short dis
tance from the union depot. All the
other people owning property out
Smith, of brew- that way are willing to give enough
of it for the highway to run through
their land, while the Katterjohtts are
willing to du this also, but can not
yet tell exactly what portion of the
grounds they can give, as they have
negotiations on looking towards get-
ting the Illinois Central to run a
switch track down from the main line
near the depot to the brickyards. .By
getting a track into the yards the
brick men can have box cars rolled
right beside their kilns, and there
load and unload brick for consign-
ment. As soon as the Katttrjohn
heirs reach some decision about the
track that will be of great benefit
to them, they will give enough
ground for the new thoroughfare.
It will take months for all the
rights-of
-way to be gotten, the ordi-
nances passed and preliminaries gone
through %all. therefore it is probable
the street will not be opened this
year, on account of the vast amount
of other work engaging the atten-
tion of the cit authorities.
As soon as Mr. Katterjohn ascer-
tains where the switch track is to go
it entering his place, he will then
give the street right-of-way, provided
it does not interfere with the track.
Car-
and wins support in spheres and al-
titudes beyond grafte.s' reach."
Compensation for Franchises.
The attention of the taxpayers and
citizens generally of Paducah is
•ed to the methods prevailing in Kan-
sas City in regard to the granting of
'franchises. In Paducah franchises
:Ire literally given away and not one
dollar turned into the city treasu -y.
'A franchise granted in a growing
city like Paducah means that during
the twenty years it is woch a °for-
tune to those who obtain it,
handful of men are grabbingmere
every franchise put up in Paducah,
and just how long good sound busi-
ziess men and taxpayers are going to
stand for such donations. to r7e17c;
few, we do not know. If taxes are
raised a "few cents the business man
managers of other large corporations.
One of the first strokes that at-
tracted attention was the wiping out
-of the floating indebtedness of over
$as0000. This put the city on a cash
basis for the first time in so long
that old residents are not able to re-
call the year that such a condition
of a
TAX COLLECTIONS
Conaiderable Money Being Receipted
For Now By the Sheriff.
Holmes in Blue.
(Collier's.)
The fundamental function
it up'.' That has been the policy of that man liar! . ecently been engaged
the commission—to prevent useless in crime, arrested the murderer, took
expenditure of funds and to collect him to, the station, and waited for the
all revenues aistly due: in short to telephone to bring some message as
apply to the city government the 1 te what the crime was and where it Condtscitiar A. TS. .Hooper of thesame business principals that are fol- i was comimitte. Incidents like this se. Lotii5 rim via. Brookport,nver thelowed. in the commercial world by do not figure in the newspapers as ,I. C. is detained, at his horn* in, Cen-do stories of police corruption. The tralia. Ill.. on ccoprisoner who escapes is more sinus- 
aunt of illness. while
Conductor Rupp has- eharcre of hisual than the one who is catiaht, and run. Conductor harles Blaney of
consequently gets more public atten- the saint run wil resume his train
C 
t:on. The police like most other peo- today, after laving off a while. Cons'
pie, suffer from 'the fact that simple doctor Tim Prides hon• been in charge
devotion to commonplace duty does for him. .
not make good headlines,
¶dieriff Clark Furterur ITS
commenced, collecting taxes from the
people in the county. going out to
the crfferent points for bens-fit of the
farmier:.* and thereby obviating the
necessity of the Irater coming to
town. He carries his book along
with hirrn and has already collected
froeni many in the Woodville. Ragland
Many are now coming
Miller here in ilhe city
their sums.
daily :to his
ail paying
—Mrs. Thompson is quite ills-
Lady Curzon of
Kedleston Dead
London, July lg.—Lady Curozn, of
Kedleston, wife of the former vice-
roy of India, who has been 11 for
some days, died at 7:4o o'clock yes-
terday. She never quite 'recovered
from her serious illness at Walmer
Castle, Kent, in ielaj. and the recent
hot weather brought on a pronounced
attack of general debility.
It was not until this afternoon that
Lady Curzon's condition gave cause
for anxiety. At about noon she
grew worse and two specialists were
called in. They remained in attend-
ance until the eat
Lady Curzon, of Kedleaton, a as
Mary Leiter, daughter of the late
Levi Z. Leiter, of Chicago, and was
in her own right the possessor of
$3.000o00. From Cilicagn the family
moved to Washington and later trav-
eled extensively and entertained lav-
ishly. During a stay in England
'Miss Leiter met George N. Cures',
eldest son of the Rev. Alfred Nathan-
iel Curzon ,fourth Baron of, Scars-
dale. They were married in 1895, af-
ter Curzon had held the office of as-
sistant private secretary to the mar-
quis of Salisbury under secretary of
state for foreign affairs. Irs 180 Cur-
zon was created First Baron Curzon
of Kedleston, and in rikaa was ap-
pointed viceroy and governor of In-
dia, which post he resigned in Aug-
ost, 1905. and was succeeded by the
Earl of Minto.
Daisy Leiter, one of the sisters "cif
Lady Curzon, was married to the Earl
of Suffolk and Berkshire. in Wa!lb-
illy-ton December 46, 1904,
Nancy Leiter. another sister of
I.ady Curzon. was married in Wash-
ington November 29, rola. to Major
C. P. Cam bell o h ar
Lady Curzon leaves two daughters.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
V1/4, uly apprec,ated
people who suf-
dache•—severe
or chronic.
ad to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Ef.naing the pain in a very few
minutes.
J. IL Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-+
at company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oet of Padoca,••
$ I For the Round Trip tiUU Tennessee river & retvrenn •
It is a trip of plrassre, comtor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jars
Koger. superintendent; Frank
Brown, agent.
Why alt. sou sutler'
%Vh-
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that au fill pain
takias cured others, will cure
•sCajliv. on us, or phone 237 ;MO
i•OWUI• won about it.
Toss•
BACON'S
DRUG STORE. 4
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 337,,
India Shocked at Death.
Simla, India, July yo.—The news of
the death of Lady Curzon, of Kedle-
ston, wife of the former viceroy of
India, caused a great shock here, and
from all points of India come ex-
pressions of keen sorrow. Her splen-
did work in behalf of the natives, es-
pecially the women, endeared her to
all the Indians.
Telegrams of Sy-rpathy.
London, July u,.—Lord Curzon, of
Kedleston, was the recipient today of
a continuous stream of messages of
condolence on the death of his wife
from India, America and Great Brit-
ain, including cxpressions of sympa-
thy from King Edward and other
members of the royal family.
People may applaud a kicker at
the start, but they feel like kicking
him long before the finish.
Gas and Ga_olinef.
Engines
For All Purposes
to acio horse power. But, cheap-
est apnl cal n ts . most economical. .
Special atten'io to electric light-
mg,
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Pactacoh, Ky.
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CAIRO STAYS- IN
-
CELEBRATES ITS DiC/SION
BY MOPPING UP EARTH
WITH INDIANS.
Knocked Braille Q14 alitlia in First
Inning—Vincennes and Danville
Also Won.
How They Stand.
w.
hi Vincennes  47
Jacksonville  40
. 
, Cairo  38
Paducah s.,.. 37
Danville  34
Mattoon ,  30
S.
•
•
I
Owe Irdding Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
, Some Every Day Bargains in Books
'I
Harbour's Book Department.
Loses in Hard Contc3t
woes chosen by the grand lodge of the
Benevolent Protective Order of Elks
today as the convention city .for next
year after a warm contest with RAO-
snore.
--The Ladies Mite society of the
New York, july 19.--f1.obor TOM- First Baptist church meets at 4
mittees were abroad yesterday plan- o'clock this afternoon with 
Mrs I.
Wog a strike of so,000 vrorldrnen in M. Walton, of West ifferson 3treet
building trades syttmathy with the -
1,500 plumbers who are on strike.
If a vote which is TTOVV• in progress
in the various btiildiiig tralles favors
the rational action. 100,000 teen may -
become involved in a general build--
.ng strike against shop conditions.
Mcmibers of a spcCaT sominittee of
the union, who went about the city
yelterday, said they had induced
trades employers to -discharge mem-
bers of Plumber's Local No. 480,
formed by the employers 'to Oppose'
Local No. 2.
r
 
Per.
.6t8
.519
:514
.500
.442
400
Schedule  For Today. 
'Paducah at laanviRe.
'Cairo at JaicksonviSSe.
Mottoon at 17 ocenties.
Cairo, Ill., July tg.—Cairo 'rocked
Brihic out of box in the firststioning
and scored victory.
Cairo raised a large satiott,,AttnionoY
and will remain in he league.
RHE
Padtwah ..... Plk1PlavighthrsistOV .0 3 4
Cairo  11 1 SD • 14.10 13
Bat teries—Ii ithitt  ;:klfitiler and
Downing; Whiodring and otiesser.
Cairo Seers in LeaguefE
Cairo, ill.. July lg.—President
•Carey of Cairo Base Ball and Athlete
Association hos notified President
GOihnell at Vincennes that notwith-
standing all reports Cairo will keep
its engagement. and wit! play 'accord-
ing to schedule.
May Finish With Four Clubs.
Vincenin-o. Ind. July Ica 
-President
Gosnell, of the Kitty league, last
night announced that a meeting. of the
various tram managers would be held
at Paris. Ill.. Friday for the purpose
of deciding what will be dose, now
that Cairo haa again thrown up the
scoonae. It is understood that 'Padu-
cah is also, *katv ready to quit, and
in case sg s .step is taken Presi-
dent Goose!! says Par s. which hag
afiplied for a.. .Kitty berth, will he
owned down. The season will be
-ffisidteits IiiiWever: with the Kitty aa
a four-clieb circuit. He is in hopes
that Paducah will quit, as a four-club
leagoe. wth Viacennea. Mattoon,
Danville and Jaeloinnville. would be
a money maker because of the short
mileage
Danville. is; Mattoon. s.
Danville. Iii.. July to.—The locals
isein 'n great battle today Both pitch-
era were pounded but good fielding
kept air score down
RUE
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and Johnson;
Danville .,.
?if 3 tton 
Barteriei—Guetney
Lere and Scheasel.
Vincennes. 4; Jacksonville. 3
Vincenne•. Irwl , July to —Today s
game resulted in a v efory for the
locals:
Jacksonville 
Vincennes 
Batteries -..atse.r,
atilt and Nhatteifon.
RITE
3 6 3
4107
and Belt; Chen-
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co.. is the
cnly company authorized ,to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Phducah..aittl adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN. MFG. & BOTTLINc
CO.. Prod Waco, Texas.
.1" 0 writs line,youl ftlasritse a pee
'with *Ow point' orid •. To .1,4.
•weflyoi,4 must use mit ,
rftos.42 I
WELL! WELL! 
What are you going to about
it? Why not join the .liappy young
iivorrielt. and men wt o eaoh paid a
'reasonable. plicer:. completed a good
04141T 4C and see now. doing
s
•, WE LL
Til.ey not only use if* well; but
rhey are earn og hock the price of
tuition et c.h mooth. Call mot read
their 'leasers about it. This opportun-
ity awaits you at
PADUCAH-CENTRAL
(over the COraks 1-ank) at 306 Broad
way, when you::, too, may do.
WELL
even to call and see.
Local and outoide business houses
and banks are ti-sing one pupils. They
are alert and quick to report good
vacancies tons and none of our grad-
uates ever failed in any attempt to Pete Smith, R. M. Myles and 'Cecil no manners menti( ed qr goaran- inig mines at Brad
ley and Plum Run,
bokl a position. , Trotter, teed. Your engine 's specifications 
Charging him with murder in con-
/
AND ALDERMEN
`f- s
• 0 Ailed From First Page.)
'0: OF ACCIDENTS
, 
segcitor wit ordered to- tile suit in
I tilt', courts, and forcibly take posses-
sion of the ground of those refusing
' to dedicate it to the city.
LITTLE GIRL OF OFFICER BEN- Thishoard ratified the contract en-
SER SUSTAINS SEVERE tered into 
with Thomas Bridges &
ons-2ToissinitiellsOn-bylhe fatter of
the new soncsete culvert to be built
where Caldwell street spans Cross
Creek near the--Union depot.
Conductor Tom Keegan Has Badly The railroad committee was di-
Cut Chi:: a Result of Accident 
rected to look idtb the request of
t the mayor that the Illinois Central
—Ailing People. railroad be compelled to keep watch
men during the night at the most
dangerous places where the railroad
Clara, the g-year-old daughter of tracks intersect public streets, and
Officer Albert Senser, is contiued at thereby avoid the many 
accidents
her home on South Sixth street, as.a that occur after nightfall.
result of falling and injuring her hip. The Half Fare Matter.
The little girl injured her hip last This se..ne committee was directed
in sontr plasTiss, 2A 44_41 to iovestioate the 
COMplaint osisa.tsoi,e.
flicted limb drew up several inches.
WHOLE CHAPTER
INJURY.
street car company compels children
between 6 end 12 years of age to pay ;
Now a day or two ago she stumbled full far: a 5 cents in case the little
from the porch in such a manner that ones do not happen to have the half
her right hip is afflicted and is
causing great pain. The doctors fear
It may become affected like the other.
Badly Cut Chin.
Conductor Tommie Keegan, of the
I. C., is suffering from a painful cut
on his chin, caused by being thrown
against the end of the caboose when work but the courts decided they did
his freight tra:n broke into at Prince- not have to, but the municipality did,'
ton a day or two ago, and the imps- because the latter had gravel spread '
rated ;cars crashed itogether again where brick sidewalks should have
with force aufficient to throw him been placed.
forward. Police Judge Puryear was empow-
ered to buy some records for his
office.
Septon Mattison of the cemetery,
was permitted to copy some records
into his book from the documents in
the city clerk's office.
The public improvement committee
was directed to see if it is advisable
to build a brick and iron vault in
the city engineer's office ,so the public
records could be protected from fire
and theft.
sidewalks shall be built on Fourth
Second adoption was given the
measure stipulating that concrete
sidewalks shall be buit on Fourth
between Norton and husbands
streets.
Final adoption was given the bill
permitting merchants to hang as low
as eight feet the awnings above the
1  FRIDAY'S SP[CALS
Arm Crushed.
Mrs. Mary Vance ,of g3o Harrison
street ,has received word from St.
Louis that her son, Boilermaker J. R.
Vance, had his arm crushed in the
Missouri Pacific shops at Argenta,
Ark., and was taken to the St. Louis
hospital for treatment.
Thrown From Wheel.
Robert, the little son of Mr. John
Rock, is *offering from a painfully
cut foot that was hurt when he col-
lided with another upon their wheels,
yesterday on Broadway near Sixth.
B. P. O. E.
In Merrory of the Late Judge D. L.
Sanders.
It is with feelings of profound sor-
row that we realize that_ficith_ hatts.pavements fronting the
claimed one of our noblest and our On account of the plans and spec-
best. Every member of Paducah
Lodge, No. 217, B. P. 0. E., deeply
snd truly regrets the loss of our
honored and faithful brother, ;Judge
D. L. Sanders. lie wet. indeed an
ideal citizen, a capable and just judge,
a loyal friend and a noble brother.
Elk.
Charity. Jtistice, Brotherly Love
and Fidelity .the grand principles of
our order, were strongly exemplified
in his every thought a Fidel-
'ty and Brotherly IA e im-
slanted in his very ura, while
Charity and Justice—Justice temper-
ed with Mercy—werefelOrominent
end eddying characteriatics of his
very-day life.
His broad liberality, his genial good
nature, his warm friendship and his
fnely cultivated mind made him the
admired and beloved of all who
knew him best. "The man dies but
his memory lives." That the name
of Brother D. L. Sanders will ever
occupy the fairest spot in memory's
waste is the fond wish of every Pa-
ducah Elk. Let us treasure in our
hearts his numerous virtues
We qalitics and ever try to
them, and thus keep his
green in our souls.
and no-
emulate
memory
"It is not the tear at this moment
shed
\\ hen the cold sod has just been laid
o'isr him—
That can tell how beloved was the
friend who's fled,
(fir how deep in our hearts we deplore
him
'Tis the tear through many a long
day wept,
'Tis life's whole path o'ershaded—
Tis the one remembrance fondly
kept,
When all lighter griefs have faded."
Resolved, That we tender to his
beloved and sorrowing family the
sincere sympathy of Paducah Lodge
217, with a copy of this humble trib-
ute to the memory of gur departed
brother, and also that It be made a
cart of our records and be published
in the daily papers.
ROY S. LAWSiOIN ,
A. W. GRIEF,
JOHN J. DOMAN,
lams
44*.
CD
fat.(0)
Commencing at 9 o'clock this morning, we will offer you ONE THOUSAND
beautiful Decorated Plaques or Cake Plates at FOURTEEN CENTS EACH.
This handsome plaque is full size and decoration perfect, an exact repro-
duction of fine hand work. Just such an article usually retails for 75c.
See samples in show window. Nothing cheap about it but the price.
Only one to a customer. None reserved except on out of town messages.
Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Fourth Street Warerooms 405-407 Jefferson
for tights of a000 nominal can-
dle power. Why does not the Gen-
eral Electric company guarantee
these lam irs at a certain candle pow-
er or in lighting feet as they are re-
quired to do in every similar pro-
posal?
5. As there is no guarantee as to
the lighting power of the lamps cov-
ered by their proposal, why do they
not specify for the protection of the
prospective purchaser that the. lamps
to be furnished in their proposal will
conform and be equal in every re-
spect with the sample submitted?
allowed to return their sample?
Also why have the representatives of wILLIAms Bicycirco
this company requested that they be
6. Would it not be advisable for
the interest of the purchaser that it
he insisted upon that this lamp re- Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s ave yoi.
main in the City of Paducah until money, and take your old wheel ill exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
the lamps proposed to be furnished LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
are installed and tested to the satis-
faction of the engineer? I Remember this is he cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every
7. Why was the engineer in charge 
'thing for bicycles. Parts furnt'slted for any make of wheel. Expel.'
of the present plant informed to the machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
tinue in the service as long as he effect that the proposed equipment
thought advisable Lyeurgus Rice, the would have a four circuit division in-
official cow catcher, who rounds up stead of a two, which is called for in
stray bovines found on the streets. the proposal, and which necessitates
The board of works wes requested the carrying of a 'higher tension,1
te have wires and poles erected in consequently minimizing the efficien-
whatever portions of the city there cy of the present wiring and pole
will be placed the additional streetI line.
corner are lights to be swung when 8. Has any attempt been made to
the new machinery arrives and the substantiate the former proposal
electrical plant is enlarged. I (verbal) to the effect that the pres- Leopard's Spots     5e - ElmoSt. oThe light committee and John ent boiler and engine equipment w s os
Holmes were directed to prepare the ISofficient to produce and operate sat- Law of the Land 
 
0c Thccst 
'  
5tacl
lighting plant for the new apparatus.l infactor'ly the 30o lamps which the Grausta
rk  50c. In the iBohop's Carriage  5oc
An ordinance was brought in corn-' company proposed to foolish aosss. Conis
ton, by Churchill $i -al Fenisiekis Career 
$1.20 Pigs is Pigs 
Ili.aui
scie •
ssillioge facrories to quit the loud and why was the information given to -Ohip, of 
the Flying U 
promiscuous blowing of whistles in the committee that hes horsepower;
the c'ty every day. was required to operate this equip- Come and look over our stock. Our s:lection is the best, OUT prices
The board then adjourned. ment, when it now develops that 144 the lowest in Paducah.
imiess-siniso, , horsepower is absolutely neees- ary to We are offering Fog Paper Back Novels, all good. all different, at too
The, Light Proposition. be appred at the dynamo ins:ead of each, 3 for 25C. COMe early tp get choice.
at the engine? !
The following suggestions and co. In view of the claims made Say —
$20,000 FIRE. questions are submitted fen the con-
sideration of the public: 
the committee as to the detailed in- ' nection with the mine riots, several
vestigation made in all eases, why weeks niro when Vivo in'ners were kil-
Nearly Block of Buildings Went Up T. There is no guarantee in the
at Tilden, Ill., Yesterday. above-mentioned proposal that the 
was the proposal of the General Elec- led, five badly injured and three
fire visited Tilden, Ill., up the St. ficient capacity to furnish current for
specified are of suf- .torniclyimp end 
company the only one considered guards shot.
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock dynamos therein 1. r l , generator equ'pment
1 ELKS GO TO PHILADELPHIA
Louis division of the Illinois Cm- .too lamps of the kind covered by the i
tr:1 es"-o-el o... o- - 'ois-s. -111 (1, - proposal.
 
 #
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Corn.
fore coupons sold at the car office.
The board allowed Ed Terrell $496
in payment of the hinprovernent
where Washington street was gray-
eled from First street down to the
river's edge. The c'ty tried to make;
abutting property owners pay for the
ifications having not been completed
for the concrete pavements on Foun-
tain avenue between Jefferson and.
Monroe streets, the ordinance auth-
orizing the improvement avas held up
until the drawings are done.
Concrete sidewalks are to be plac-
ed on Jones between Ninth and Elev-
enth streets, and first adoption was
given to the neoessary ordinance. ,
Barney Padgett was granted a Ii-
cense to open a saloon on ilastaad
near Fourth street, while Win. Estes
was granted a license to open a. cof-
fee house at to31 Kentucky avenue.
The complaints of John Van Cu-
lin and Mrs. M. A. Downs that their
property had been wrongfully assess-
ed for city purposes, was referred to
the hoard of supervisors.
The family of Judge Sanders is pre-
paring to buy another Oak Grove lot,
and when his remains are moved to
this new lot, the aldermen ordered
refunded to the family $125 paid
for the original plot.
' There was ratified the sale by the
city to L. M. Brooks of an Oak
Grove lot, while the board confirmed
the transfer by James Utterback of
his burying lot to James Eden.
Ghent & Elliott were given he
contract for one year to care for
the dump maintained by the city be-
low the I. C. incline, where all the
garbage is dumped into the river.
The get $30 per month.
The mayor was empowered to con-
2. The capacity of said generator is 
I OPERATORS HELD FOR CRIME Baltimore
•
.e'• given in kilo-watts; resolving these' Frr Next Year's Meeting.
. General Manager of Coal Company
• '',.- • - ' kilo-watts into arc lamp capacity, it .
' '-• d .4 found sufficient to operate only in Ohio Is Arrested. . 1 .11enver, Col., July To.— Philadelphia
stilly( 1: . T:liii • ' - H - - -... i .rom 250 to 280 slights. f • —
and a short distance from Colter- 3. Why does not the capacity of SteubenvNle. 0., Tilly so-- Deputy
ville. .. I these dynamos guarantee as to the Mtarshai E. 5. Uttig of Smithfield stole
number of arc lamps that they will to this city at noon today far,e1 swore
—The Iseatherworkers' union has operate? tout a wartunt jot- the arrest of Gen-
installed officers, and the delegates 4. The size of the lamps and their. eral Manager H. E. Willard of the
chosen to the C:no-al Labor body are production of lighting power is in United States Coal Company, operat-
r--
NITS FOR HOSTESS
VTAYS OF ENTERTAINING ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
An Up to-hate .3aek Parts—Inscrip-
lions for the Home—The Dutch
Supper—A Left-Nanded Party .
--Girl's Birthday Party.
(Copyright, ISM)
An Vp-to-Data Book Party.
The hostess informed us that she
'bad speat weeks in preparing for this
entertainment, and we believed has
when we gazed upon the 82 objects,
each bearing the aame of an author.
The title of the book represented was
to be guessed and written on the card
opposite the number the object bore.
For instance, "The Eternal City," by
Hall Caine, was represented by a map
of Rome; "The Virginian," by a pic-
ture of George Washington, with
Owen Wister written on one corner;
"The Speckled Bird," by Augusta
Evans Wilson, by a white bird cov-
 
 
-eared -with--apeake-,--2-111sau- -Reek" wee
easy—a black stone on the table, with
'Connor on it A spray of blue flowers
recalled that Van Dyke had written
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
'Three Musketeers" was represented by
rthree toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven
-Seas" was recognized by seven C's
written on white paper and pinned on
the wall. "The Octopus," by William
Norris, was a large picture of that fish.
Other books represented were: "A
Paste Board Crown," by Clara Morris;
"Boy," Core111; "We Two," Edna Ly-
all; "'The Duet," Kipling; "The Gen-
tleman from Indiana," Booth Tarking-
ton, and "Three Men in a Boat," by
Jerome.
First, second and consolation prizes
were given, consisting of books. This
was an afternoon affair for ladies, but
It would be quite suitable for a club
'or church society entertainment.
'Quotations Appropriate for the New
Home.
In the old-time manor house it wv
the fashion to inscribe a motto an
the fireplace, especially in the fret
dining-room and library. The inr-rii
elan was usually in Latin, le as
guage of the scholar. This
now being revived, and there
'17 a room in which a swath
thy expressed would not be i.
addition, and which would a.
tract the attention of a guest
something unique. Here are taw
good sentiments; the lettering may be
done in script or Old English:
For the hall:
"East or west, horn. is best."
"A man's home is his castle."
"Home is the resort of love, of joy,
.of peace."
"Our house is ever at your service."
Over the fireplace in Mark Twain'e
house in Connecticut is this beautiful
Inscription:
"The ornament of a house is the
-guests who frequent it."
The three following inscriptions are
especially appropriate for the family
living-room:
"Oh, ye fire and heat, bless ye the
Lord."
"God has given us this ease," or
"Seek thine own ease."
"No place is rrore delightful than
ione's own fire'-id.."
For the library:
"Old wood to burn,
Old friends to trust,
Old authors to read."
"There is an art of reading."
"The monuments of vanished
Minds."
"Infinite riches in a little room."
For the nursery:
"God rest ye, little children."
"A child in the house is a well.
&Spring of pleasure."
For the music room:
"The hidden soul of harmony."
"Music, the speech of the angels."
A very popular form of entertain.
'Merit is the Dutch supper. If it is
possible, do not use a table cloth, but
'have doilies or orange crepe paper,
that is the Dutch color. Use all the
Delft china that is procurable; and
imitation ware is very effective and
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch
lower, and tulip shaped bon-bon boxes
•and candle shades may be made from
orange tissue paper. Little wooden
shoes may be purchased and used to
hold the salted nuts. Serve the fol
lowing menu, which is written is
Dutch, much to the mystification of
the guests. (The translation is given
for the benefit of the hostess):
Kalf Soep Met Gnhak !Wien.
-(Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Balls.)
Gebraden Tong.
(Ronsteel Tonene.)
( ( IITI1TzSe!S Snr0111.8.
VON't11;001 *Inet Room Sause.
(Crearnel Cauliflower.)
Haring Sla met Croreljes.
(Herring Salad with Rolls.)
neden Sinaas Appelen met Wyne
Sauee.
Minced Oranges with Wise Banos.)
Gesorteerde Noten.
(Assorted Nuts.)
Kaffee.
(Coffee.)
JAPANESE WOMEN'S CODE.
Teachings Which Have Become Part
of the Practice in Every
Household.
The work of the Countess Oyams
and other Japanese women in organ
lzing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various eacletles for aiding the
Japanese arn e is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth-
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, elys Youth's Companion,
will take up u, ab amused wonder.a re-
cent booE---tho transhition of the pre
cepts of a Jt.panese sage, which for
generations hrve been the foundation
of feminine tr. Ming in Japan.
The book ithelf is not now much
used, but its Vachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
nousehold.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
be female," says the sage, Nathan*
Ekken, "are indocility, slander, jeal-
ousy and silliness. These infirmities
are found in raven or Med out of
every ten worn( t, and from them arise
the inferiority , amen to men."
He boldly p• 'ae doctrine of the
_arife:s-r-obe.ileatwo-es- impregttable'
ground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's character." he says, "that it
Is incumbent on h -r in every partic-
ular to distrust her...elf and obey her
husband."
The system of rewards and punish-
ment for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains an
ingenious bahince "A woman must
look on her'-husband," says Kaibara,
"as if he were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking how she may yield
to her husband, and thus escape celes-
tial castigation."
lathers disapproves for woman in-
lulgence in the pleasures of the the-
ater, of music, of wine, and even of
tea. Curiously enough, he would not
have her very religious, and this 101
• reason which no Christian would be
likely to guess—a kind of conjugal
iealousy of heaven! "The wife," he
days, "must not enter into an irrever
ant familiarity with the gods."
This is a highly oriental view of
woman's place in the scheme of things.
Yet no one who knows the best Jap-
anese women can doubt that, whether
tecause of Kalbara's teaching, or in
spite of it, they are a lovely type of
gracious, gentle, vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood They may
have been slaves in the past, but they
were always charming slaves. Now
that new Japan is setting them free,
their liberty has not destroyed the.,
-:barne but enhanced it
For a left-handed party, write the
dvvitations with he left hand, and ask
each guest to practice using the left
sand, for very few are clever enough
as be ambidexterous. When the
•guests arrive the left hand must be
(teed in greeting, also in serving and
-eating the refreshments. Have a
type-written or a printed quotation
which each dne must copy, using only
the left hand. Award prizes for the
best and poorest specinten. This Is
sreally • very amusing affair.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
A.nd It Wasn't, j Anything 4se  -the
Reading Line, But Some.
to Eat
With a bunch of Ottawa people who
took in the Topeka state fair the
liar day were a visiting missionary
and an old gentleman who a-as very
deaf, and who bad never seen a bill
ef fare used in a hotel, relates the
Kansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion to dis-
tribute a variety of religious tracu
through the coaches, and the old gen
rieman, being unable to take part in
the converse:Ion, acquired a collection
of the literature and asaiduously
yenned it throughout the trip. He
was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The first care of the hungry excur-
sionists; oa reaching the capital city
was to secure dinner, and they re-
paired In a body to one of the princi-
pal hotels. 'The old gentleman was
r.bviouely out of his class. It was evi-
:sent that he was a little bewildered
by the unfamiliar usages of a modern
hotel, but he made his way with the
others through the fair-time press and
secured a seat at one of the tables.
II. appeared to be surprised as he
seated himself. "'Pears like we're
too early—there ain't no vitt!** on the
table," he remarked to a companion
As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
uecessary to repeat it here.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked a.
overworked waiter, pausing bebini
tem and submitting the printed menu
.lie voice aas inaudible to the man
with the auricular handicap, who con
aoaptuously waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the tray
passed on, and shortly had an appe
tizing array of viands spread on both
flanks and opposite to our friend at
unfortunately ignorant of the conven-
tions.
To the sensation of hunger was add-
ed a growing measure of wrath as the
rad man noted the astonishing fate
that everybody in the room but him-
self appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condition
Icing suddenly discovered by the head
waiter, that function struck tht
ag o gn y and aatened to per-
sonally attend to the neglected guest
"Your order, sire"
And again a bill of fare was thrust
iefore the eatieperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up
Then he roared:
"Bleat your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want something to
eat!"
Got Back at Him.
Algernon--I heah that you and
Clawrence had an attahc.ation lawst
night and he called youh evahwy-
thing.
Percival—Yaws, but I got even with
him, deah boy. I called him noth
tog, doncher koow.—Chicago Daily
hews.
Netropc titan Ways.
Visiting Sale man—Pretty slow
town, this.
Resident (et Blidgewater)-0h, not
40 durn slow; the Carnegie lib'ry Is
ruin' ter non-support!—Puck.
TO WRITE THE WRONG
BY SIDNEY ALLNVT.
"Miss Jane is in the garden," said
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
only in the garden, physioally, but was
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally.
At all events, it was not until I had
ventured on my third salutation (hat
she condescended to become conscious
of my presence.
"I wonder you are not ashamed of
yourself!" she begaaanocitiragingly;
"It sometimes surprises me," I ad.
mitted.
Jane glared. She has a particularly
demoralizing glare.
"It is a good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for it," she
said.
"Alt!" said I. "Shows there's not so
much the matter with me, after all."
"After all what?"
"Well, at course there IWO been
times"—I grew ref eotive—"That Hen-
ley affair, for instance. It was, per.
haps, hardly fair to the girl—"
Jane was upon me at once.
"What girl ?"- she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon.
Thinking aloud, you know. Bad habit.
Must break myself of it"
Jane did not follow my lead. My at
tempt to create a diversion was a fail-
ure.
"I hate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in particular.
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection
able animals."
"It seema to me that the very things
they think they know are the things
that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my bead on my hand for a
moment or two.
"Give it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Her
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
I had difficulty In restraining myself,
but concluded that it would not be
safe.
Besides we had broken our engage-
ment the day before.
"What do you mean?" she de-
manded.
"Sorry! Thought it was a riddle.
you know." I smiled at Jane vacu-
ously.
Jane stamped her foot. She 'am
wearing very dainty shoes, I noticed.
"No one can call me unreasonable,"
she began.
"I wouldn't advise them to," said I.
"But," Jane continued, taking no no-
tice of my remark, "in this Instance I
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms In a
Manner too graceful to be believed un
less seen, and apparently appealed to
a,, the visible universe—including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup
Port.
"Upon my word, I don't know what
you mean," I began, when a light
dawned upon me. "Unless you hap-
pened to see the Times yesterday
morning."
I felt nervous.
i did see the Times." said Jane,
with all the severe dignity of which
she was capable.
It occurs to me that It is astorishing
how dignified she can look for so small
a person.
"But you always have the Tel.
graph," I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmlue who lives at 'The
Gooseberry Bushes.' was good enough
to send me his copy of the Times Iasi
night, thinking I might be Interested
to see your letter. And," said Jane,
freezingly, "I was."
I registered internally a vow to
wring Mr. Timmins' neck and burn
"Tha Gooseberry Bushes" at the first
available opportunity.
Jane was continuing.
"What do you know about 'The Lack
of the Gaverning Instinct in Women?"
What do you know about women, in.
deed? Or about governing, for the
mattcr of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you mean by saying that
all history proves women to be abso-
lutely a failure as rulers? What do
you know ebout history? or about nil.
era! or about anything except tennis?
And what about Queen Elizabeth? and
Cleopatra? end Mrs. Fawcett? and that
Assyrian woman? and ever so many of
them?"
Jane pantied for lack of breath.
I smiled a rather unsuccessful smile
and began to explain. I am rood at
explanations. As a matter of fact.
was very proud of that letter. It was
full of close and careful reasoning. and
had gisen me no end of trouble to
write. That v-as why I wanted to put
• my name to it, thinking Jane would
never roe It.
iIii reLe no.tier 
Al 1,1 aa hour ant; a half of
careful evasion and prevarication I
succeeded in averting Jane's anger.
She apologized prettily, in the man
ner ealculated to do the most good.
"bow silly of me not to see that it
was just a satire, and not meant seri-
ously at all," she said.
There was an interval for refresh.
meats.
"And you believe women can govern,
after all?" she observed again.
I hedged a bit "Some women can."
It was the most I could bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are married,"
said Jane, playfully, "and you'll dis-
cover one of them!"
I went home thoughtfully.—Black
and White.
GREAT BIT OF LUC
"I was riding uptowp in a surface
car in New York one day the other
week," said a post office inspector
'when a mighty badlooking accident
occurred.
"At Forty-second street a well-
dressed, middle-aged man undertook to
'wing himself on board the open car
while it was starting, just after mak-
ing the stop at that corner.
"He had got one foot on the running
board, when the foot that still rested
int.._theh wet—pavement slipped,
slipped and fell forward on his hands.
His left leg shot beneath the wheels
of the moving car.
"The conductor, who was collecting
farm from the running board, frantic-
ally rang the bell to stop the car. Then
men in the car, including myself,
shouted hoarsely, and the women on
the car screamed as if bedlam hal
broken loose. One of the women sank
back in a dead Wet, and she had to
be carried into a drug store after the
incident was over.
"The conductor's signal to the mo-
torman was too late. The car wasn't
brought to a sto_p till these was &ter-
rible grinding, jolting, crunching
sound. The wheels had passed over
the middle-aged man's left leg. It wee
sickening.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from
the crowded sidewala to do what they
could to assist the prostrate tnan.
"When they got to him he was lying
downward, with his face resting on his
hands. His hat had fallen some dis-
tance away, and his head looked gray
and venerable.
"But the prostrate man was laugh-
ing just fit to kill!
"He was absolutely shrieking with
merriment. He was eying vent to ex-
plosions of pure enjoyment. He posi-
tively shouted and bawled in the over-
plus of his tremeadous mirth.
-He laughed so hard that it seemed
as if his sides mast be just aching
him.
"People away up Sixth avenue heard
his happy, boisterous ha! has! and
came rushing along to see what was
producing all of the fun.
"'The pain of having his leg cut off
has put the poor old gentleman off his
head,' was the sympathetic remark of
a lot of us who stood around watching
him and listening to his almost vio-
lent outbreaks of mirth. 'His agony
has made him delirious, poor old chap'
became the universal verdict as the
middle-aged man's roars of laughter
grew even louder.
"But there was something in the
quality of his laughter that puzzle-I
me, for all that. It sounded to me like
mighty healthy, human. rollichteg
laughter—laughter that *as actually
Proceeding from the mirthful midriff
of the run-over man. To my ears it
didn't have even a little bit of the grue-
come sound of the kind of laughter
that proceeds from those in a state of
delirium.
"There, there, old chap, easy.now—
we'll get you out of that fix all right.'
said some of the willing helpers, as
they started to see what they could do
toward disentangling the middle-aged
man from the wheels of the car.
"'Thanks, bors.5he replied, to their
amazement, in a tone of perfect un-
derstanding. 'But, say,' he went on,
'it's so blamed funny!' and he went
into another paroxysm of laughter.
"The helpers looked at one anothev
with mystified countenances.
"'Whir. that man's not hysterical,
nor Mg-house either.' said one of
them. 'Say, old friend,' be continued.
addressing the still prostrate man
'what's all this that's a* infernally
funny. hey? You might as well let
us all In on it, hey?'
"The man who was lying face down-
ward on the wet pavement, with his
leg still under the car wheel, re-
strained his mirth with great difficulty
long enough to gasp:
"'Why, dans it all, boys, can't yon
see that the leg that's been run oyes
Ii a woo-woo-wooden leg!' and then
he howled joyously once again.
"The willing helpers looked as ii
they'd gone up against a sad sort of
sell, but the prostrate man's taught**
was perfectly infectious, and they
joined in it.
"Then they managed to pull him
from beneath the car, when they aaa
that, sure enough, the crushed leg was
of the seasoned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored mid-
dle-aged man into a cab and sent his
along to the home address he gave. Hi
waved his hand merrily at them out 01
the cab window before starting tot
home.
"'Well, boys,' he called out, 'I mayn't
have beat the devil around the stumt
this time, but I'll be hanged if I
haven't beat him with it!"
"Whereupon the hie hunch nrnlri
into a spontaneous cheer for the old
boy's gameness, and the car went
ahead about its business—Washing'
tea filar.
No Hand-Out
"De world may owe you a Wein',"
said Uncle Eben, "but you's gotter do
surnpin to let de world know dat you's
on hand to collect it."—Weakington
Btu. 
**
Cyclone Insurance I
$6.00 li'OR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS "
Mortality.
"You seem to have a pretty target
cemetery here, my friend."
"Wul, yeah."
"What causes most of the deaths, if
I may ask?"
"Wni, liver complaint, mostly."
"No!"
"Yeah. A feller with a white Byer
ain't noways likely to last long in this
gulch, stranger."—Puck.
Presottious Wit.
Little Gladys—Auntie, dear, do all
the people who die and go to the bad
place camp out?
Aunt—Why, no, child. Why do you
ask?
Little Glady4—Well, our Sunday
school teach r flold us to day that the
heat was in *M.—Judge. _
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildir g. Both Phones 369
or Handsome Spring fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WETURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth. '906.
SOUTH BOUND No. sot
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:30 a.m.
Leave LOWIT11111 
 12.01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Evansville  
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr'nceton 
 4:55 p.m.Arrive Paducah 
 6:10 p.m.
Leave Paduzah 
 6:ts p.m.
Arrive Fulton 
2.28 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:08 P.in•
12:5o p.m.
7.2o p.m.
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn. 
 8.06 p m.
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
"t•to p.m,Arrive New Orleans 
 1o:35 CUL
8:t3 p.m.
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m.
ta:o8 a.m.
:03 111.111
1:40 a.m.
4:40 D•rn.
7:00 pm.
9:4,5 9.44-.
317 CUL
3:40 cm.
3:45 a.m.
450 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:01 am.
7:15 a.m.
8:20 a.m.
815 p.m.
No. 121
7:3o a.=
900 am.
11:05 a.m.
13:30 p.m.
1:36 -p.m.
8:3o am.
8:os a.m.
11420
2:35 p.m.
4:15 9.01.
4:ao p tn.
6:oo p.m.
 • 40
• a
 •
•
NORTH BOUND No. is No. is No. 122 4Leave New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. 9:15 am.Leave Memphis 
 6:45 11.111. 8:so p.m.
8:07 a.m. zo:zo p.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn, 
Leave Rives 
 ii :58 p.m.Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Padecah 
Arrive Princeton 
Aerive
Arrive
A rrive
Arrive
Arrive
Areive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m. 3-51 a.m. tee3S a.m.Central City 
 2 -05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.Horse Branch 
3Owensboro  
.4.:o565 . 3:18 a.m. t3:3$ p.m.
Louisville 
9:13 p.m. 1200 n0011 
 
:S5 
8:oo a.m.
7:5o a.m.
•
Sr. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No'. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah 
 12 40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.Arrive Carbondah 
 4 25 p.m. 8:4o p.m.Arrive Chicago 
 
630 A.M. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis 
 8.o P•111. 7:30 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale
Arrive Paducah 
No 305
7:45 a.m.
2:so a.m.
 11.40 a.rn.
3-35
No. 3,75
9-40 P
6:ao p.m
7:os a.m
11:00 am
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINK
NOR?: BOUND
Hepkinev•ile 
Nashvilie 
Evansville 
10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:00 a.m.
t :ao am. 143 am. 7:40 a.m.
11 :25 e.m. 148 a.m. 7:50 am.
12:39 pm. 303 a.22. g:sp
6:i pm. s:ao a.m.
9:25 pm. 8:to a.m.
3•45 p.m. 9:45 a.m.
Cincinnati 
to.1-8o: 135-835Leave Nashville 
 8:io a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville 
 
11:20 a.m. 6:0 a.m
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m. 7:45 cmArrive Paducalt 
 4:15 P.m 9:25 Ii.n1Leave Paducah 
 6:is p.m. 9.30 il.n1
Arrive (Thircr 
 
 743 p.m. ,i e,m,
Arr've $t. Louis 
 7:20 a.m. 4:30 P.m.A srive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m 9:30 pm
•••••
301Urti BOUND 122-822
I.,ave 111bicaga 
 6:20 p.m.
Leave St.Louis 
 9:40 P.m
Leave Cairo 
 6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 7:45 cm
Leave Paducah 
 7:50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 
9:29 a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
436-836
9:40 cm.
1 -50 p.m.
5:55 pm.
7:40 9.m.
3:in p.m
4:45 pm.
6:to p.m.
9:23 Pm. • 0.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rimdaily. Trains 503 and zo4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains TOT sal 102 sleepers between Louie-ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with ChicagoSleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, K.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lozisrille, Ky.
TORN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. Memphis, Tenn.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A, IL LSO/ 
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BALDWIN PIANO 
Scientifically Constructed and
if....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is I, "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN &CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
' Condensed Statement of the
Mechanics' and farmers'
Savings Bank
Paducah, Kentncky,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOU RCES:
Lon, and discounts.
Stocks and bonds. 
.
Furniture and fixtures,
Cash and exchange, .
LIABIL ITIES:
Captital stock,
Undivided profs.
Deposits,
$199-523-64
2,800.00
alloo.00
51,063-71
$255.386-35
$ J
3.724.26
201,662.09
- —
$233386.35
•••••....1••••11111001•••=r =MO.
A dividend of 2!.; p er cent. was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six inenths and credited to the stockhold-
ers entitled to same, PAY able on eernand.
J. T. I AURIE,Cashier.
01 THOM
YOUR CORRUSPONDENCE
BY USING THE
ttittntrtnel=======.=
,"UNDRWOO
TYPRITHR
"Saves 25 per cent. the- Operator'
I 4 Time which it-; your time.
Underwood Typewilter Co.
s41 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
JIMININEW 
./.4111111•111110,•11.1••••••1111101
Je.e../.•••••
Paducah Tran.
(Isicor par
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilitle5ffor
Handliny: Freight, fi!, chin rl
and flout eholo
•••••••••••••11111.
r
Office
2nd ana monrot
Both 'ruutfr.
PD. Fitzpatri,-k. Supt.
AN EGYPTIAN
QUICK SHAVE.
"Give me a quick shaVe," said a man
who had wandered into a strange.
looking barber shop in lower Washing.
ton.
"Yes, sair," replied the Egyptian
bar'oer, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the customer',
coat and waistcoat.
"Hold on! I asked for a shave," ex
claimed the customer.
"I shave you, sair," said the barber,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
earbm apparel.
he removed collar and tie, un-
the customer's shirt and
It Sawa.
"What are you going to do?" de-
thel customer, now a little
frightened. "Is this the way to give
flake yliolt: feel plenty of good."
Sit Um barber reassuringly— ut Lama  my lace °Iona
I hate anyone eternally pickIng at meI. swarm". /with a large inlaid ebonyThen he began to strop a razor like —I really do. And quit that snuffling
The least little thing which happens0011talning a fan and a stiletto.
you turn on the water works."Re's going to cut my throat," means
Indeed! This is the first night I've011011slit the Customer. "I'd better keep
stayed home, and for all I care yor
CISItittlek shave with a vengeance. I'll
and perhaps I can escape. This
could go without pleasure all your
life. See here, Maria! I am out at!011b my train, anyway."
night, and why? Because I am work-herIt was one alleviation that the bar-
beg, woman.' That's the reason! Talk.vu not loquacious. He went about
In& insurance to men I can't find dur-lis work seriously and methodically.
lug the day. Yes, I go to clubs andMe poured some drops of an aromat
hotels. I have to, in my business.lc tincture Into a basin and carefully
If I didn't guzzle so much booze 1washed the patient's cheat. The next
wouldn't need to make so much mou-thing was to investigate certain moles
ey? Maria, your language is sicken-and in one or two cases to pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap• lug; booze is no word for a lady to
and it cuts a man to hear his wife,ply a dab of ointineet.
whom he guards every way, get offThen taking a gilt shaving cup in-
any of that stuff. I said it • when Iscribed with shorthand symbols of
came In with a bun on, and told youArable he lathered the chest, shout-
I'd had some of the best in town? Aden e.nd lower back of the neck of the
woman who artfully worms things outcustomer and proceeded to shave with
of a person when he is so tired andthe jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
weak from overwork that he is half
"By the way, is title an operation for 
crazy ought to be ashamed.appendiritis?" asked the customer with
I was not drunk! At the corner here
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm I took one glees of beer, to revive my-an actor going to wear a low necked
self, and that is all. I smelt like I hadtoga la the forum scene." taken a bath in it? Say, Maria, I hate
"I shave good Egyptian style," re- vuigarity. The reason I came in quiet-plied the other serenely, and fetcnink ly was in order not to disturb you, and
a sliver basin with • semi-circular the uaanka I get are that you sit up in
opening to fit the neck he placed it un- bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
ter the patient's chin and hooked up shoes outside in the hall, I admit, an4
• chain around the back. I put my light overcoat in the icebox
The effect In the mirror was of a de- becalse I don't know where you•keep
vice to feed infants. Its object, how- things anyway, and it seemed a good
ever, seemed to be to catch the super- place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
abundant thin lather that flowed in dam!
streams from the, upper lid and down What! Perhaps I don't know that I
the rides 15,f the facer left only built:16e and a,bon.le of gin
"Oo`abead,Y spluttered the hapless in the ball and put the other shoe
customer, noticing a clock in the mir- away in the umbrella stand, where I
roe. "You've only been at this quick always bide bottles? Bahl I woel
shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally discusi it. take one of those
make appointments by letter?" nickel torches I have to smoke so that
The face was shaved twice in the you can wallow in luxury and sit over
space of 15 minutes, and the man in here and read. No, I'm not going to
read the dope. I don't even know
what you mean. Did I get these cigars
for • nickel? Yes, I did. (By Jove,
that ain't a regular lie. A fellow must
tell a fib sometimes. She'd fly clear
up and hit the sky if I told the truth
the chair had hopes of escaping. He
rescaoned without knowledge, for the
Infants' basin continued to be yoked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools.
One of thee*, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the secret places of about 'em.) Why do you turn up your
now', Maria? You know it don't make
a freckled pug nose any handsomer.
Your father laughed and laughed
when you told him about my self-de-
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the nial and my nickel cigars? lie said
center. they were 25 cents each and I must
"A dental surgeon, too," murmured have a pull if I get 'em cheaper' Your
father is a confounded meddling old
Idiot! Said the gang in that new club
I'm in would trim me good, did he?
And I ought to have some one teach
me to play pool and poker?
Lemme tell you, Maria, I ain't been
stuck for a game since I've been in it,
and, counting out drinks and smokes
a fellow's got to buy if he's a winner,
I quit all to the good every night this
week, aid—well, I'm going out!
Is that so? You were only kidding?
Your father hasn't been here at all?
13y Give the Innocent, cling-
ing weei of my mothei's A man
cone llre • enc.. Oh, yes. Of course,
you th;nk you've got It on me now.
Marla. jest beentine I said what I d'd
just for fun. But a woman van never
see a joke, of course.
My mother never made nesty cracks
and eneoped around in an enderhend
wanner, trying to catch a man in a
Ile. What? You and she had a go
Inugn? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and !kid I'm
my relive' over again, all rieht? Hum.
Talk about a p)enograph! A woman's
got 'cm beat. Jabb -r, 1a111 r fortiv
about nothing! Bats! I s't here with
• high fever from th, ,e :1 I ft
the ear and cleaned It out. Another in
strument shaved the Inside of the ear,
which was then scented and anointed.
The came tool did a delicate job oa the
tee rlmoet resigned patient, as the
barber pried his mouth open, scraped
the Lnek of his teeth with a small steel
hoe and Inserting a roll of slippery elm
bark used It as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceed d when the patient's tongue
by silver nippers and
sera f y another instrument.
"I fix your finger Lail in your foot?*
asked the artist at this juncture.
"No, no; you've done enough to
exclaimed the customer. "Let the rest
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair cut, Instead of a gulch
shave, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing.^
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo"
The concluding operations were as
orange flower scented fare wash
anointings of various sorts, comblos
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of Ms
hair, with perfuming, anointing ant
combing, and a squirt of some fragran
liquil into mouth and nostrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid)
shave up to one hour and eight min
"'n., 
"9.7.17..71771..7"Irr7,""71771"7.5779/1"1/114771"r, ,rill
 Assmonsimagismsmallgis•MINNINI.
ARISTOCRAC\ OF ITALY. 1E I-1 • Pirr'' AR• . 1 E.HUBBY'S HARANGUE
Atturney-at-LawNo, my dear, I am in no condition to
One Noble Lord Who Was a Street
Scavenger, Another a
go out again to-night. You seem to Waiter.
forget that all day long I have been
on my feet, talking insurance to peo- There is an old Venetian adage
pla until I'm hoarse, and all so that which says: "Conte che non coats
you can wear good clothes and live in non conta niente" (A count who
--& Comfortable home. I haven't taken "esn't, count (money) doesn't
you out for seven weeks, and you're for anything). And this cynical propo-
sick of sitting around doing the mend- eltion represents fairly well the senti-
ing and wishing you were dead? maul of the modern Italian.
By laokey, that's a woman! That's In that country the eeneral fethne
appreciation for a man who slaves all toward the titled aristocracy is, I will
day just for • woman's sake, and riot say one of conteuee, uut at Le t
when he's so worn out that he can't of utter indifference. '1 ae lesser alert
move, and his ankles ache, and his of titles are regarded as almo value-
less, even by their puseessors. An1stomach ain't in good shape, and the
now a new and rising aristocracy, sup-barber cut his chin three times, which
plied from the ranks of industry andmay bring on blood poisoning—in fact,
commerce, are displacing the familiesit feels very queer right now—then
of ancient and resounding name, theyou harp and harp on the subject of
my not taking you out. members of which fall into obscurity
and at times into fulfilling the mostNo, Marla, I don't want anything
Wel ofeces.
-I have known a case of a noble lord
who followed the interestng occupa
Lion of a street scavenger. In a cafe
In a certain Italian town I was habit-
ually served by a waiter with the title
of count and a name famous in Vene-
tian hiltorv. And I am personally ate
quainted with a lord -ol ancient line-
age whose title descended from a fa-
ther engaged in the avo..ation of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
are miserably' poor. They make a
brave show, bat behind the Wender
of personal trappings and adornmetos
there is often the shadow of bare
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
In Italy, is possible and easy, for in
that country life is passed in the RID
and air, and the obligations of hos-
pitality are much less stringent than
In England,
the immaculate habiliments of n Beau Marshall County; 
OFFICES: Benton,The gilded youth of Venice, who, in
Brummel, and wh h airs of lords of Room 114 Fraternity
principalities, swagger across the Has.
za San Marco, and set the hearts of fair 
New 'Phone 114.
visitors fluttering with their magnifi-
ceece and majesty, contrive to do all
this on something like three francs a
lay.
The daily turnout in the Corso or on
the Piaci° at Rome has a splendor lit-
tle inferior to those of the Champs
Elysees or Hyde Park, yet not a few
of these languid ladies and gay cav-
aliers are better acquainted with the
painful yearnings of an unsatIstled
stomach than any British mechanic
regularly earning his £2 a week.
ABOUT THE 
_CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant and Atten-
tive to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
The Chinese wife is nearly always
constant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-
aese stocks like to cwell on the love
of womedt hat has no limit—This, says
the Pilgrim, is why widowhood is
revered and suicide, on the part ot
the bereaved woman, !s not condemned
in the old classics. It is because of
this genteel acknowledgment of the
unwavering constancy of wives that
the fickle woman is neld up to scatte
Ing satire In their plays and proverb*
It is irom a Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his inspiration for the tale
of the woman who promised her huts
hand on his death-bed that she would
not marry till his greys was dry, and
was found next day fanning the mound
to nasten the drying process.
Much of this contentment on the
part of the Chinese women may, no
doubt, arise from the common inter-
est of the husband and wife in the
growing family. You will often see
fathers wheeling baby carriages along
the streets, just as you may see old-
er sisters earrying the little fellows
or mothers taking them on a visit to
their neighbor for a mutual compari-
son of baby ailments and engaging
traits. Until his school days be,gla
the little boy does abeut as he pleases,
but as soon as his days of study beren
he Is put under very strict disciplele
Girl babies are lest welcome arrivals
In a family than their little brothers.
especially If there be several of their.
already. Among. very poor people in
time.' of famine, girls are sometimes
sold into slavery by their parents, both
to rescue the rest of the family nne
the girls themselves from starvation
The lot of the slave girl le a hard
one. She has none of tb- rights et a
free woman. But it eught to be adee I
that tbe Chinese look on this teietten
ith great disfavor. A e!nrp ownei
utes. is nrarly ieways a three h
"What le the damage?" said the cue standing in drafts, tende'g to leeen
tomer as he was recinthing himself, and aching all over, end w' en I get 
,ndividual in te cee.ree 
He felt himself In fact much fresh. On my feet every step is rifory, ani
ened and exhilarated after so man don't care! You don't even—Ho y
and varied attentions. Ti' this eWeelo.4.1e-ye!
"Twenty-five cents," replied the , Scott! You'll have me o!*7. my 111'
swarthy artist, naming a higher price completely soon! Ilere th- Lig Tam
than be charged to compatriots, many parade's teaming ol and ee
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed Alo walk in it and c -^ on a
the American, adding a ten-cent gratu- (WW1 I've got to g deur tie a tt
Dan's district to
It as a quick shave, old man." 
eIty. But you ought not to advertise Battery
"The quick Egytian shave,- said the; 
keys
i Where'll they think am, reed oae
and march ta Tnrarn
barber.—Washington Post. of the marshalt0
I ALCM party could go to rein fer
you'd care, I s'pose. Wh- re's r.w Le.
and coat? Who took my gl lee" A r
gimme that 50 cente I f av- !eel !et* Li
rent; I might nred It. eery Cr
my feet to walk slx treles. reit .1? I
refuse to bandy wore; with you
Maria! The party needs me. and I it
on the jielbt see? I ain't got time to
Servant's Longallervies.
11-le following announcement ao
pears in the Geneva papers: "M. and
Mme. Lelotiard Monett regretfully an
eounce the death of their faithful serv-
int, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
as been in the service of our family
ir the last 76 years in succession."
he aged servant was 89 years old
.t the time of her death.
Church Saved from Sands.
The ancient cliu•ch of St. Plran
(Cornwall), which was recently dis-
covered in the sands at Perm% Is
about to be rector id. The church
stands near an ancient town of Corn-
wall, long since lost in te sands, and
Is considered to be by far the oldest
Ii the country.
srgue it ou now!—N. Y. lelecram.
ty the Humorists.
"See here," edenau, el the Publisher
of Anybody's Mai.azine, "don't you
know that winter is over? Here's your
April number with six poems about ice
and snow.
"Can't help it." sighed the weary ed.
Bor. "The new per humorists have
got thinrs attuch a point that nobody
will au,n.,t euezn on apriee."—Cbicage
Van.
• WCt as a Fie) i.
It die Let Lela, V. ei io, e 
eerrt-r -talue t•-s as  se le
fei tiiezi.r. I ie toit if it &ii
eztall.-Led lei. t. eleeee.
he; 1 .; ; Le
sere. Ter:el.:lie t ;
the term. lie awe
etrreer wea t, as CO:'S: 1.,
vt tel till: eeer
aka of creee. Ile erei:. to 1,
frequcetly from Wre.hieetee. ;
the care ef the zee and the
ctuseieg the 1;cet treatree tit 
portions of the farm in tee lieet ,
r,.xperience. Fc: exerniee. ia ct
"We :live it...
tae?se lit reest he: e
Never again sow Erna:: .
manure. 'Put that dowr
—Country Life in Aieei
John Brown Cott.roac10.
One day in 1837, John 11-owe, t' c -
roou3 aLolitler,!!t. r,eis up to Up: la,.-
ton plan tear Efengliate. At. !,
county. and eismoantee. lie earri - :
his hand a switch welch he hat! eet fro'
a cottonwood tree. his he tosee.: asele.
and later Mrs. Benton stuck it in the
exotica at the bark door of ber.:ite. -
house. It took root and grew. It .s new
a huge tree, andls erown in the tee 11-
Dorhood as "the Jchn Urown ecttAka-
,
wood."
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone goo.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation arid
Peal Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ken...
tuck)'.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, II and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
boom No. 5, Paducah.
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVE OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYERS
, rear bank.
ducah, Ky.,
ilding.
Old 'Pho 484.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,
WM. MARBLE
Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts
state. Both phones 31,
of the-
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H. T. Rivers, M. D. -
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 ' Office 2$)
DR. R. E. HEA.RNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT, 3. RIVERS
izo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to lo a. rn-, I to I
Q. M. and 7 to 9 p. m
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. Nrsi; il ND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Voctr s 3 and 4
Columbia Beildiag.
Phone tea:- -Red
.1111•••••••••././..11.1•11•1011mMr
• —
Dr. Sidney Smith.
DENTIST. .
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
••••••••••••••••••• •••••=•••••=11.1111M.
C. MANNING SEARS; M. 0.
Office 1707 Mey3r:.,
Telephone 371,
DR. W. C. L BANKS.
1 Office 3efe 13eleatieet --e!--Resieerce. Sto : 
Phone t4o.
,
t - -
0. D. Searnito
Arcleiect ;at.d
401 Frattort2,
Old I-none 498 Red, N•-r Phone ja
Pictures, D:plom_
Water and Oil C
Mottos a: ..
Framed right up ei c
uten tone at
PADUCAH MUS'G STORE
pit Stoartws
aeattia,
Jim EQ-..!fy
•.c.via Broadway.
Pressing and Glee iiing
Old Telephoi,t 715 it
ing shop or any kind of a shop. Price, Miss Lettie Smith, of North Sev-
$t 2.5o per month. 0. P. Leigh., ente, has returned from Mattoon end
nee 4, • VwelluOtroin, Ill.
N, WANTED - Secondehi ;  M. 
'Fred Smith and wife, of San
.itiefneAemiees:Texas, are expected tomor-
Address acts Fourth street,04 
froit.$11PC/4,41,01dreei 4tOon visit Mrs. Hannah Aeker, of
S
r‘LDEST! lUtosar
ANGSTAFF-URM riANUFACTURING L,OMPANY
,...,,..-- Incorporated. VggrilLIMMTAT2W"-
NLY Sash and nLANT Owning their own Saw and
Door House in rADUCAH, KY. ....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Departmentrwe-are -14bW MANUFACTURING OA
K, and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried. We are making especially low prices
 on house bills.
GET OUR. PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
BOTH PHONES 26 .. 
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU - ., 438 South Second St.
Mineral Water .71*- --P.'.4-'''4."."4-"++++++
We carry the most
in Western Kentucky.
Hunyadi Janos.
Apollinaris.
- 
--Menne Clement.
Abilene.
• Heptal Splits.
Red Raven Splitd. •
Buffalo Lithia.
Pluto.
Pluto Concentrated.
West Baden.
Deerfield.
Bethesda.
Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 3oc gallon. WU) gladly order
any water we do not have in stock.
complete line c•1 PERSONAL NOTES. +
C. 4.
c-4-4-4.C-H-i--:.4i- • •-:-4-i-:-.5.-H-t-i-ri-Z-
'nes. -T.-ECTeer Sesson has returned
from visiting in Femphis.
Misses Gussie Cocke of Wickliffe,
Ky., and Mattie Northington, of La-
Center, are visiting Misses Fary and
Elizabeth Burnett, at the home of the
latter's grandmother, Mrs W. L. Bur-
nett ,of West Broadway.
Miss Aniania Hall, of
Tenn., is visiting Mrs.
Sisson.
Col. Victor Van de Male has
tarried from a week's drumming
Bring your prescriptions hers. 
through Illinois.
Col. Mike Griffin :s her: from Mute
• r iv.
• 
• 
Mr. Joe Ellwanger, of the Barlow
Mc herson,s section, was here yesterday and 
said
Drug Store.
POUBMTH AND BROAJOVAY.
wArNT
-
FOR desireNe resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monroe Sts
All modern conveniences, good
stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan,.
WANTED-Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifeh.and Broate;
way.
FOR RENT-Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. All modern
conveniences Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
RENT-Ninth and Jefferson;
7 rooms; $27.50. Apply 613 Broad-
way.
FOR RENT-Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company. .3111
e •
- WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
‘1" Able-bodied immarried :nen between
egcs of 21 and 35; citizens of United
State', of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
RENT---Cuilding 16x30, on
Fourth near KeuSucky lave. Figie
location for a carpenter /hop, plumb-
many mad dogs •were running loose
ei that section, and that farmers art
killing all :tray dogs and keeping
their own caniees penned up.
; Mrs. Gus Tate goes to - Dawson
today for a visit.
Mrs .F. M. Houseman is here for
a vt from Graves county.
Mrs. Briar Sweeney, of Tolar,
Texas, is vieiting her parents, Rev.
and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Miss Anna Young has returned
front Dawson Springs.
Mr. James Scott, of West Monroe
sweet, has returned from Asheville,
N. C.
Miss Maggie Englert and Mr.
Carl Wood of the dewily, went to
Metr000lis yesterday and were mar-
riedThey were ;accompanied by
Mr. and 111Irs. Martin Habeck.
M. Ike Holloweleeleeee,ehe Central
fire department, went to Eddyvillc
yesterday to attend the funeral of his
uncle, Dr. I. S. Hollowell, who died
of general debility at the age of 70
ye•re.
Mr. A. B. Sowell went to Mem-
phis yesterday.
Mr. J. H. Root, the barber, has
returned from Lotiisville, where he
and the other members of the state
board examined eoo barbers and
granted certificates, entitling them to
follow the profeatn.-' lett.. Root is
a member of the board.
Mr. Otis Wright of Mayfield, has
gone to Louisville and thence to Eu-
rope ,after spending several days
with his cousin, Mk. William Wright,
The banker of North Ninth.
Mrs. Roy McKinney, Mrs. Sadie
Smith and Rebocea and Duncan
Smith are visiting Mrs. A. A. Faris, of
Hickman.
I'h One 17663.•
safe. State price and sive..
Mrs. Mary Anderson and grand-
WANTED-A good washerwonia
good pay. Aplit itiortirPliftt 
statcyug,hTteenrtil.3lanche, are visiting in Rip-
street. ee Misses Virginia and HAPPY Newell
011.3k. • 
 
go to Oshkosh, Wis., next Monday
for a sojourn.
Jk.r..n.: • Miss Mamie O'Brien goes to Hop-
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADI.7- 'einsville today for a visit.
CAH, KENTUCKY: Miss Edna Hays of North Twelfth,
We have_eennpleted. arrangements goes to Lovelaceville next Sunda
y.
whereby J. E. Williamsion 84 Co., of Mrs. Lem B Ogilvie and son 
have
Padurah, Ky.. have become the agents ..-eturned from Mimi& 4'\!*4.°,14111
- of your citie for •ouyi, celebrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring anything in Gem.
etery 'work. vrauld do well to see J.
E. Williamson & and g:.ve this
material their consideration before
placing their order. •
Very reepeot fully,
F. y. SCHOLTZ & SON.
•••••••
Messrs. Fred and Edward Foster
go to Murray tomorrow to visit.
Mr. Robert B. Phillips has return-
ed from Chicago.
WATCH AND
PEARLS STOLEN
GIP POE ACCUSED OF STEAL-
ING THEM FROM LIZ;IE
ROBERTS.
Gip Poe, white ,was arrested yes-
terday by Officers Rogers and Hes-
sian on the charge of stealing a gold
watch and two pearls from Lizzie
Roberts, who lives in "Tin Can Al-
ley," down at Finley street, in 'the
lower end of town. She claims he
took the things from her home, which
he often visits.
Breach of Ordinance.
Seldom Mattock, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Hessian
end Rogers on the charge of breach
of ordinance.
Disorderly Charyes.
Mat Millet', Of West Broadway,
was arrested on a charge of disor-
derly conduct, while John Neely was
charged with being drunk and disor-
derly. Allen Walters, colored, was
arrested for being drunk.
Brasses Stolen,
Engineer St. Jiohn reported to the
police yesterday that someone had
stolen from his steamboat many fine
pieces of brass. The craft is moored
in the harbor here.
Stored it Away.
Chief Collins yesterday stored away
the nickel-in-the-slot machine that
was confiscated at Hugh Boyle's sa-
loon at Fourth and Kentucky avenue.
The•eontrivance is in good coedition,
and for fear the proprietor might
operate it the chief placed it away,
while he has the other in the office.
it belongs to Saloonist L. B. Ragan,
of South Third street, and is broken.
BIG SENSATION
IS SPOILED
Constable A. C. Shelton yeAedoe;
morning for qute a while thougibt he
had a mysterious murder and burying
to ferret out, but the outcome showed
that the hide and head of a calf was
buried, therefore he now thinks theft
ha, been commit t e.
Yesterday rrsorning rhe constable
received word *rat there had been a
coat found hanging on a tree on bank
of the lake or pond just beyond
Mechanicsburg, while underneath
the tree was a freoh mound as if
someone had buried a (hied, but on
diggling down into the ground he was
surprised to find the head and bide
of a calf.
This causes him to think someone
stole the calf, killed it, took the meat
for me, and then burred the hide and
head in order to get rid of any evo
deuce of theft.
Last winter many cows were stolen'
and the cascass left lying in the come
mons, but hide ealoen away. In this
case the reverse has been followed.
and shows it was tete meat the thief
was, aftet and not the skn.
-See Cochran Shoe Co.'s windows
for Excursion Rates on high grade
iShoes.e roof over the kitchen wit de-
Miss Florence Lynn has returned 1 stro d at . W. Houser's residence
from Winnfield, La., where she has at 1125 Tennessee street yeeterdae
been connected with a millinery store, morning about to o'clock. A defect:-
Attorney A. E. .Boyd has returned lye flue caused the blaze and $150
from Lowe', Ky. loss.
-Mrs. Fred Mooney has returned
Velvet
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the most delicate
eldn. Only
Five Cents a Box
11/ ILKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
.1!..••••••••••••••11....
-
• t•
•
Lexington,
T. Miller
re-
trip
trout visiting Mrs. Bartlett Schmitt.
OMPLETE
RIVER RIPPLING& +
4-144•4-:•++.1"1-H.+4.•:•+
• But
"When is a Hoodoo a Jonah?"
Ask some one else--
come and get a move on you and see what we mean in our
Cair, 18.1;
'Chattanooga, 14.2; rising.
Cincinnati, 8.1; rising.
Evansville, 5.7; stationary.
Florence, 8.5; reiner.
Johnsonville, 12.0; rising.
'Louisville, 3.6; rising.
Mt. Carmel, 1.3; fallirrg.
Nashville, io.4; falling.
Pittsburg, 5.3; falling.
Davis Island Diane 4.6; falling.
Sr. Louis, 13.9; falling.
Mk. Vernon, 4.8; statonary
Padlocah, 8.o; stationary.
The steamer Henry Hurley has ar-
rived from Evansville.
The Reuben Dunbar went to Nash-
ville yesterday and returns next Mem-
day.
day.
Captain Frank Brown has resumed
his place on the wharfboat, after look-
ing after the Clyde's off ce while First
Clerk Eugene Robinson was away on
his bridal tour.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
is now laying at the wharf, and gets
out on her return tomorrow after-
noon at 5 o'clock.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
Dick Fowler skips out for Cairo and
comes back tonight about it.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs imme-
diately on her return.
The John S. Hopkins went ,to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
Louis this afternoon en route back
for the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah is due out of
the Tennessee river next Sunday
bound back to St. Louis.
,cpectraid Lac passes ,here to-
w bound to Memphis from Cin-
nati_
The Peters Lee passed up yester-
day for Cincinnati from Memphis.
She gets to the Queen City next
Tuesday and leaves there Wednesday
on her return.
Capta;n John Rollins, the well
known pilot ,is in the city visiting Its
sister, Mrs. Emma Rehkopf of Fifth
and Monroe streets.
Excursion Rates
on Shoes at Cochran Shoe Co.'s, 405
Broadway. Hanan and Stetson $5.00
and $6.00 Oxfords now $3.3o and
$4.00 Regent $3.3o Tan Oxfords
now $2.25.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Padacah Bottling company is
the only authorized bottler of Dr.
Pepper for Paducah and adjacent ter-
ritory. Artesian Mfg. and Bottling
company, proprietor, Waco, Texas.
Excursion Rates
are now on at Cochran Shoe Co. for
Men's, Women's and Children's
Sohes.
Pony For Oak.
I have a nice pony for sale cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
Excursion Rates
at Cochran Shoe Co. on Foster's low
Shoes for Ladies.
Miss Virginia Blaney, of St. Louis,
has returned home after visiting her
uncle, Conductor Charles Blaney, of
Clark near Sixth street.
I.r. W. J. Bass goes to Paris, Tenn.,
today on professional business.
Special Ten Day's Sale
In Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, High Art Hand Painted China, N
iagara
Falls Cut Glass, none more beautiful. A ee price on Rowers Kniv
es,
Forks and Spoons. We have too many bargains to classify but eve
ry
arfele in our store will be sold at a bargain price. You have purchased
of us before and you have been satiefied at our special sales. We will
do equally as well or better now. Come early for choice.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEWELER AND clgTICIAN
21 Years Experience. • 01. '
Subscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
, •. FIRE INSURANCE
• Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
conch ioliows 414-s RIMILDNNCE PHON1 3.3
We have On hand
For Sale.•
3 Har".1*ante Maw.
g Henn POW* Mawr.
a Nona Power Minor.
• s Ham POWer MOW.
1 to Horns Ponset Motor.
• sivo Ligbt Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
:11-133 North Fourth Street.
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
• •
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 2058. Third
ot East St. Louis.
Miss Ambia Mcleficate of Kansas
City, Mo., returned home yesterday
after visiting Mrs. George W. Rob-
ertson, Jr.
Mr. G. F. Shephardson, of the I. C.
dispatchers' office, is in Chicago vis-
iting.
Mrs G. IA Sehumaker has returned
from Ilamby, Ky.
Miss Grace - Williams left yester-
day for a month's visit in St. Louis.
Mr. Arthur Bailey is spending a
week at Dixon Springs. Ill.
Mrs. Minnie Bingley and
Miss Edna Hill, leave Augsut
Indian Territory to reside.
Mrs. Mattie Rouse returned last
night from visiting in Shepherdsville,
Ky.
Mr. Edward Grouse and family, of
Druggists Fifth and Wanly. Raleigh, N. C., are here visiti
ng rel-
atives.
Both Ph11111•11 173-
sister,
1st for
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons:at:Elevator Blo t i Telephones254.
Foot of
Street. west Kentucky Coal Co.
Ihniarolarated.
 omminny 
